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POREWORD

A group of concerned individuals met in late 1970 at the request
of the two ERIC Clearinghouses identified below to think through some
vital issues, alternatives, and strategies concerning the education of
American Indians. Action is urgently required in this area, for we
have too long ignored or maltreated our nation's first citizens. Mis-
named by Columbus in the false assumption that he had reached India,
the Indians have been misunderstood ever since.

The time has come: to listen with respect to Indian voices about
their own life-styles. Particularly in education, Indians must direct
their own affaits. We believe that this would not spawn separatism,
for Indians racoanize that they are a part-unique Indeedof the total
society. We bel;tve that Indian-directed education would develop sound
self-concepts which would enable Indian citizens to participate in their
own society as well as that of themajority. Past efforts to create
red -white men have failed.

The writing group which met at the Indian Education Center, Arizona
State University, was mixed racially but united in spirit; a sincere
desire was evidenced to create a publication which would be useful in
stimulating progress in Indian education. Each individual present recog-
nixed that preservice and inservice school personnel preparation is a
key prerequisite.

In attendance were Joel L. Burdin, Director, ERIC Clearinghouse on
Teacher Education, Washington, D. C.; Everett D. Edington, Director,
ERIC Clearinghouse on Rural Education and Small Schools, Las Cruces, New
Mexico; George A. Gill, Assistant Professor, Arizona State University,
Tempe, Arizona; 4%1 E. Molder, Associate Professor, Brigham Young Uni-
versity, Provo, Utah; Anita Pfeiffer Director, Follow Through Project,
Rough Rock Demonstr$ticn School, Chinle, Arizona; Joe S. Sando, Director
of Education, Albuquerque Pueblo Council, Albuquerque, New Mexico; Eugene
Sehaquaptewas Indian Iducatinn Centers Arizona State University, Tempe,
Arizona; YAWS Sizemore, 'State Education Department, Phoenix, Arizona;
Hopkins Smith, Coamunity Action Program, Mescalero, New Mexico; and H. W.
*Animal, Director, Indian Education Center, Arizona State University,

$0,44

ication coilists of papers presented and discussed, two sum-
Doper, and discussions, and two excerpts from major research
roocarch'study is by Willard Bass, Southwestern Cooperative.

;wry, whose illness prevented his planned participation
s. `The other research study is'hy Dr. Robert Havighurst,

* of Chicago, who directed a major national study on Indian educe-

.
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The ERIC system has abstracted and indexed many publications on

Indian education,.reported those dOduments in !woo in Education,

and thero**medo4t .p00036,16 for, toadOom. -0004*0060.41041.1*ents
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WORKSHOP ON TRAINING EDUCATIONAL PERSONNEL

TO WORK WITH AMERICAN INDIAN CHILDREN: AN ANALYSIS

Everett D. Edington

This analysis is the result of a one-day workshop held at Arizona

State University in Tempe to discuss problems concerned with both in-

service and preservice training of teachers to work with American

Indian children. Dideussions centered around two major areas: the

problems involved in proper training of teachers to work with Indian

children and suggested solutions to these problems.

PROALEMS

The problems discussed at the workshop were divided into five

major areas: teacher characteristics, school characteristics, cultural

differences, the system, and selection and recruitment of teachers.

Toscb$N qh aCterietigk

kOny,cf the problems center around the teachers of Indian children,

theleapritvof the teachers being foreigners to the children. Most of

these teachers are not Indian and cume from different backgrounds than

the Indien,children. The teachers thus are unable, to project themselves

into the Indian siturelsn-a0 need a better understanding of the Indian

problems end backgrounds.. As a result, many teachers are quite rigid in

their4netructio141 methods and are not flakibie enough to meet the needs

of the IndimzChadree. Another problem is that of getting teachers to

lee* eer1 -COMmdnititivand come to the remote rurlil areas where a great
, .

*Ay of bps reside. Ifany teachers also hesitate to live in the
1 ' .

ei4'1104tiould Prefer, to live even 30 or 40 miles away and

tiailihere they teach.

.

A04100IC:4 4*ii in Anglo schools are not accepted. A
.

490011,..:01Ltio .04 of the sixth grade are changed to

4441Au. They find it very

.etas schoole after leaving the elementary
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school. Many of thise.schools also fail to provide proper housing facili-

ties for tho.professional personnel who live i the Indian communities.

uSUMELAZIMEnt
Most teachers consider all Indians as one group and fail to realise

that there may be differences not only in groups of Indians but in indi-

viduals as well. There is also a lack of recognition for Indian c-lture

and history. ToAchers seem to ignore this completely as they work with

Indian' children. Another culture-related problem is that teachers and

schools often fail to realise that the Indian child's mother tongue may

not be English; it is quite difficult for such a child to bridge the

gap fton his native language to English. Because of the teacher's

unwillingness to recognise this problem, many Indian children fall behind

and eventually drop out of school.

he have vvvY little research concerning the training programs of

teachar* and_ thalalararcilam should be modified for those who are

working *Leg Indian chiidren. Certification programs need to be reviewed
:st, -1-r, P.F

in. l t, of 'the type of people with which teachers are working. There

should be ants i dicati0n of hole teachers perform with different. types

o1, Aria ratbwr than emphasis on the types of courses

to cher, ba lad.
A 4

jui:triteiii'eften fail* to 'involve the constituency

(in ts Indian prpla) in the control of the education of
;-,fixt*jt-"kr

chair ch14"101- included on the school boards
t- ootsifa:'

wbsri theft' melee their edunatien."to most cases, Indian

activeliiipaiint-ieschir associations and

Inas which cemaunicatien between parents and the

of rairuitnent need to be devised. At the

t0.14t4ireiter selection and recruitment of

,riMi::::712iaAli:iiiiralf.'tyPoi of prOfessionals,

9. coineelore, end adiiiii0itore. If
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we are also to attract more Indians into the teaching profession, we need

to revise our testing programs and methods of selecting personnel in higher

education. kiny of the present tests are culturally biased and are not

adequate for the selection of Indians into institutions of higher education.

SOLUTIONS

Participants of the workshop suggested solutions in terms of three

areas: preservice and inservice teacher education programs, selection of

personnel to work witkIndianevand the educational system itself.

The- following suggestions were giVin as solution's to problems related

to teacher education:

1. Student teachers should be given an opportunity to inquire and deter-
mine if they are interested in working with the Indian children.

2. Teacher training programs should emphasise rural expectations to tea-
chers working with. Indian comftunities.

3. Teachers should be subject experts in tha chosen field, as well as
being trained to work with the gtven group of people they are to teach.

The ikassrolos training of prospective teachers ehoula give them
plenty of opportunity to spend time with the people they are to teach.

INcm01,04.1110Wk TAdteginehOniod. early in their training Program,
anorwOrkIrtiti theXidian peOPle. If this cannot ..be adequately

provided, than simulation of the problems which will be encountered
*Wad be provided in theirstasemork. Student teachers should have
opportunity toioalgliitbCs-noikar of children with different back-
pounds and Cmidittthit they may determine the similari-

,114W AT/ 1r141000,:-Ailft,
k

ThM .t411cber ahould'haiiia the student in learning the Indian customs
isniOase frftiltelndiau

. .

0 bat Ofld of Witt children should be
r U'reiming

orlao0.14% curriculum development
be:Uaid ii'the clissrOMs. Many

that materials which they
theae toaChata-npod to

. .

.401,141p), lie, 4.44114 that there
t the Problais of. various

Oita different.
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9. Preservice training should emphasize the ability to adjust to new
and different situations.

The second group of solutions focused on selection of people to

work with Indian students:

1. During the training programs, student teachers who do not desire to
work with Indian children should realize this early and should be
eliminated from any program which trains teachers for the Indians.

2. A program should be provided for high school students interested in
careers in education so thAt they may have an opportunity to work
with all ages and ethnic groups of children. SAch a program should
be emphasized with Indian children.

3. Student teachers who can relate well with ,ne Indian people should
be selected.

4. More research is n.eded to develop criteria to be vied in the selec-
tion of-Indian peopte in higher education.

The third group of suggested solutions centered around the educational

system ittelf:

1. Superintendents and boards should have a better orientation tc the
needs of. Indian children.

2. States having, large lumbers of Indians need Indian people on state
cettificatiUn cemmittees.

3. States haft* large numbers of Indians need planned programs for
the tritaing.of teadhers to work with Indian children.

4. It is important at the earlier, years of an Indian child's schooling
to have 4 404oher of Indian origin with him. This may not be as
important linthW'childlgrows older.

144444, P.0011 shot4A have a say in the selection of the professional

Pe4te,,SOktilh re their setl"".

Adnitrdtito±lttioa should be provided as a part of the program! for
ii should: Iude both parent and community Activities.

f cultural and language differences must be inte-
eitimtiihrikOmmi preen:vice and inservice training programs, as
wall as throughout the educational system itself.

of diaiiiofifie workshop agreed that programs for the

of teschows to work with Indian children should be initiated as

possible in those areas where Indian people live- This should
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be a joint effort by state departments of education, universities, Indian

people, and the Bureau of Indian Affairs. It must be recognized that the

teacher is the most important facet of our educational system. If we do

not train the teacher adequately to work with the Indian people, it is

unlikely that any improvement will occur in the education of American

Indians.

10
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MEANINGFUL EDUCATION FOR INDIAN STUDENTS

Hopkins Smith

CULTURAL EDUCATION

The Mescalero Apache Tribe has long been aware of the need for a

high level of academic achievement for its people. This is manifest

in formal statements of objectives and is obvious in informal contact

throughout the local subculture.

Even though education is held in high esteem by the Mescalero

Apache Tribe, the educational level remains exceedingly low (e.g., the

dropout rate in each high school class is in excess of 40 percent; cnl-

lege degrees for the entire population can be counted on one hand).

This is indicative that, in spite of the high level of motivation cou-

pled with the active encouragement of tribal leaders, Mescalero-Apache

children fall further behind the national level of education with each

passing Tear. This creates grave concerns on the part of the tribal

leaders and members of the tribe:

1. As priorities for the tribe are attained, it becomes painfully
apparent that educational deficiencies often hamstring complete
fulfillment of objectives.

2. The rapid upward trend of social and economic progress that has
taken place in the last seven or eight years is endangered due to
the lack of educated local residents required to sustain the
momentum.

3. The lack of social education and expertise is moving in the direc-
tion of a state of crisis which could result in regressive trends
in the hard-won social and economic progress of the Mescalero
Apache Tribe.

As an aside, it should be noted that demonstration and documenta-

tion over a period of many years have shown that "imported" education

end expertise,'while basically essential, make for difficulty in "tuning-

in" to the local cultural gestalt to the extent of maximum effectiveness.

On the other hand, local residents are equipped with these inherent

perceptione but leck-only the forealised educational ingredient to be

fully pFdpared fer':ihe leaditahiiso desperately required. A general

"local COnseieueeXiitethat only a radical and innovative educational.

format can resolve this paradox.

-6-

12;
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A few observable and verifiable phenomena within and without the

local system of education exert a negative impact upon the Mftscalero

Apache school child and often derail him from his right to educational

fulfillment and the host of benefits to be derived from quality educa-

tion:

1. Mescalero Apache youngsters enter the educational system with the
same enthusiastic anticipation of new experience that is evidenced
by children everywhere. Tragically, this is where the similarity
ands for the Mescalero Apache child. Even though he remains on
the reservation with children he has known all his life, he is
required to spend most of his waking hours as a part of a "system"
which is bewildering and foreign. This is further traumatizing
to him because he is aware of the general expectation that he will
"fit" himself to the system.

2. Early in the educational experience, he moves to a state of aware-
ness that "even though everyone feels school is something one must
have, somehow it doesn't seem to be -for him; thus, it must be set
up for someone etse."

3. The preceding is reinforced by the child's observation that Anglo
students fit readily into the system, achieve, and gain gratifica-
tion from 'achievement. This brings the Mescalero Apache youngster
to the loeicel conclusiowthat school is for him and not for me.
This enenclktildelingspof inferiority at the initial stage of a
Mescalero APaihe Child's education. The child's perceptions are in
terms of himself as a person. Re is oblivious of the fact that he
is handicapped at the outset by numerous factors over which he has

no control- For example, the system is indeed tailored to the
needs of dal: Anglo child and does not take into account the Indian
child's cultural uniqueness. (The child should be proud of his
culture, but he observes that the school does not truly acknowledge
its existence; therefore, it must be without merit. A further con-
clusion natirg1ly,fOlJews: Be, too, must be without merit.) The
child is further oblivious to the fact that his understanding of
English is an ismsdiate 'roadblock on the path to educational vali-
dation of himself. The English spoken is often only partly under-
stood and any ntstAnnet bs transposed into Apache. This takes
time ando.dutift the praises, a good deal more English is spoken
which the tibialdaehoW A, teacher can easily mistake this lack of
understandings/I inettentivenees. The child thus comes to see his
bilinguitl aaarthy accomplishment, as a personal negative con-
dition. The thild further enure that his family is not of the
variety that. is a prerequisite for the acceptance in his school
system.

lheeactereare-nntyA4ewofthose underlying ,the Mescalero Apache

.chtlArneseumptionef a,negative, identity and depreciated self-image early
- A "T. 7

ialLteeducational experience.
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Because of concern for the education of Apache children, the

Mescalero Apache Tribe recently made a comprehensive study of the school

attendance pattern of their school children on a grade-by-grade basis.

The findings depict graphically the following situation currently operative:

1. The young child enters school with hope and positive expectations
but loses both as he moves deeper into a system not designed for him,

2. There are increasing apathy and negative coping mechanisms (e.g.,
nonattendance) engendered by the factors mentioned.

3. The impact of "social promotion" for the child who quits the race- -
who, though present in the classroom, detaches himself from classmates
and does not compete--has served as a causal factor in dysfunctional
behavior. This reaction takes the Indian "out of the frying pan"
into a storage-bin situation; it does not help a child made hostile
by the system.

Much of the foregoing is compounded when the Mescalero Apache young-

ster leaves the sixth grade at Mescalero and is bussed to Tularosa for

junior high and high school.

In addition to the expeCted and normal identity problems experienced

by most adolescents, the MIscalero Apache youngster arrives at the local

school with additional complicating factors--all of which contribute to.

a desire to drop out:

1. The child feels.: set. due to living in one community and attending
school in another. Further "set apartness" results from being Indian
in a school system where the majority of students are either Anglo or
Spanish American:ebo have gons through elementary school together.

2. The perceptions and expectations' on the part of educators result in
the self - fulfilling prophecy often encountered in educational litera-
ture. The Anderson Study clearly delineated. the manner in which the
Mescals= Apache student is "programmed for failure" through multi-
,ple factors which converge upon him in the Tularosa school experience.

3. The identity factor referred to earlier is perhaps most contributory
to. the decision to become it part of the 40, percent.whcascontinue
their eduCation." To be a Aroimui provides an identity, negative though
it may be. .1fhttetbdAilicalere Apacherlibieicent arrives in a tri-
cultural edUestippal. edtOwatter el*Teagasotaducation in which his
eulture, his heritage, and his ethni0 origin have been ignored--causing
Mac to tell thit tbitere of te-centequince. -These feelings, coupled
%7401,;WMIX,40114;y problems, tend. to precluded completion of education.
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The generation "at risk" comprises nearly 50 percent of the entire
population of the Mescalero Apache Reservation. The urgency for a
revised educational format felt by the leadership of the tribe is
based to a large extent on this ntatiatic.

The implicit rationale for realistic and meaningful cultural educa-
tion tailored to local needs is obvious, as is the need for its immed-
iate implementation.

MEANINGFUL EDUCATION

The specific objective of this paper, then, is to explore wayp in

which education can become more meaningful to the Mescalero Apache child- -

ways in which education can relate to the world-view of the Apache student.

Such devices as bilingual education, classes in Apache history and culture,

and education in current Mescalero political and social order seem appro-

priate. Not only should the child's world be included in the educational

process, but also the conflicts and similarities between his world and

that of the dominant culture should be examined so that the student might

gain a better understanding of the total world which he must face.

Special Education for Educationally Deprived Children

Approximately 10 percent of the 300 children in the Mescalero elemen-

tary school have "educationally dropped out" although they are still in

school physically. These children have reached a point where they can no

longer keep upwith normal classroom work, and the educational process for

'them has stopped or is not achieving its potential. Most of these children

are not mentally retarded. Many, in fact, are extremely bright. Undefined

social,, cultural, psychological, or family problems have probably led to

their situation.

The,Mascalero Apache Tribe has funded a special education teacher

in the school *yeti= for the past three years. This teacher has achieved

reftarkabla.rmsults.,Lack of funds prohibits the tribe from continuing this

profit/mi' indthislocel school does not feel it can devote funds for special

education next year io the elementary school. We, therefore, would. like

to explOte ways-in which two special education classes can be operated at

the-AlsemeterYJevel for Mescalero Apache children. The local school sys-

teeltiele it can handle the problem at the junior high and high school

levels. The 'proPoemliprogram should include professional evaluation of
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each student to ascertain the specific problem. Also, the traditional

approach to special education involving an individually tailored program

between student and teacher should be of prime emphasis.

Special Education for the Gifted Child

The Mescalero Apache Tribe, like any human society, produces certain

children with outstanding educational potential. As pointed out earlier,

the tribe has immediate need and will have an even greater need for citi-

zens who have obtained high degrees of educational achievement. It is

therefore hoped that those children with high educational potential can

be motivated to achieve their potential as early as possible.

We would like to explore a way in which special education for the

gifted child can be started early in the elementary school and can be

continued through high school graduation. The immediate need is for two

such classes, each to handle between ten and fifteen students. The goal

of the classes should be to accelerate normal educational programs and

expand normal educational horizons, while establishing in the child a

high level of emotional stability. Again, recognition of the unique cul-

tural heritage of the Mescalero should play a vital part in the program

in order to make the program meaningful to the child and to facilitate a

stable self-image.

akgSEetggThRemedummeEducionProram

In the beginning, this paper pointed out the severe educational pro-
.,

blame faced by the Mescalero community. The Remedial Summer Educational

Pintas is.designe.dto help Mescalero students make up educational defi-

ciencies.

The program consists of two parts. First, two 4-week sessions would

be condUcted8 hours per day. Staffed by tutors and teachers, the sessions

wouldConoist of individual and small -group classroom instruction for those

jaiinr high school and high school students having problems in the basic

courses such as math, English, and science. Approximately 30 students

would be involved in each 4-week program. Second, a self-learning lab

emPeweRied-by one teacher 8 hours per day for the entire summer would be

al140814his lab, euuld,consiet of a. merles of self-learning devices

aatirirepauhich the student could use at his leisure.



.
Facilities, equipment, and materials are now on hand to conduct this

program. HOweVer,' a etaffOf four teachers and four high school aides

hired duriagthe 10,eak periOd'OFthe Sumter months and one teacher hired

during all 3 monthsla needed.

A college preparation program for high school seniors going on to

college would-be included. This part of the program would include the

strengthening, of educational weaknesses and college orientation. Parti-

cipation would provide valuable experience for teachers of Indian children.

QUALIFICATIONS NEEDED BY EDUCATIONAL PERSONNEL
TO HOPE WITH INDIAN CHILDREN

lualificatione needed by the teacher include desire to work with

Indians; ability to work with Indian children after school in scouting,

4-H, physical,education, or other activities to build, rapport; credit in

college,subjects that pertain,to Indian studies--history and culture;

freedom to spend pose time in tribal activities--summer recreation, tribal

court, tribal mostinEas and tribal programs; genuine feeling, sympathy,

unglaratend#4,,and patience;. ability to live on the reservation and take

pa Sr in,any,traditionalactivities; and knowledge to evaluate his own pro-

grama 'to keep up with,student progress.

KEY PROBLEMS AND ISSUES INVOLVED

The teacher should be aware of all problems existing on a reservation

which might tend to interfere with a program of normal learning. In addi-

tion, the pladher ahould bear in mind that all reservations are different;

social mobleme oxiet;_there is a language barrier; and the school system's

programs donot always reach the Indian children.

sfeas should be, taken to improve the; teacher's understanding of

Indians:(1) _housing forteachers should be provided near or on the reser-

vettOn so that tore teachers. anF.take part in extracurricular activities

801_(;),uedfratiP4P$ oc.,tribo's cultures, environment, and traditions

shoulf,he,derlors4 an, tbsttoachers can recognise problems which may arise

from. a FhilOoplassii4kikt ittbisin$ ntstdlid in ages.

stlOs

lberiOli004ainagrOssattO bS taken: (1)' eialUate existing programs--

both:progresaiiPeoliiiiiiil*ei not helliigatuditti to obtain a normal

Odacitio;u0) pveparseachs0 who are, ready and able to counsel and to
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pcoltide guiAence for -stndente in need; (3) select teachers who have some

400411.1401.41,,An Si#04111 3hdlan children; (4) require teachers Co do
annaret:etudies.'end nuchaege ideas on progress of 'Indien **ideation; and
(3) lied Wiwi to *mite the innate so that they may encourage and help
their children receiwo the but education possiblc.

''



NEEDED CHANGES TO SERVE INDIANS

Joe S. Sando

Non-Indians continue to assume that the best thing which can be done

in behalf of the American Indian is to educate him to fit into the main-

stream of American society. This is hardly a novel thought: it was the

prevailing idea during the frontier days on the Atlantic Seaboard with

the colonists. First, education for natives was to civilize them and

persuade them to fight on the side of the colonists against European

nations. Second, the idea of education for Indians was to disfuade pri-

soners from returning to their tribes and fighting the colonists again.

Earlier, it had bean expressed that these sons of the forest should be

mortalized or exterminated.

No doubt, the tactics and systems used to educate the Indians have

changed and improved over the years. The early Indians were taught English

by rote--"What is your name? Are you wild? Do you live in a house at

home? " - -until even the Indian patience was exhausted.

A magazine article published in 1880 described education for native

Americans as "the full gamut of prejudice, efforts to mash the Indian

American. youth :..atc the homogenized mold of the so-called 'melting pot'."

Through all these years, an effective, adequate system to educate the

Indians has not been established although, from the beginning, as the

1880 article stated, "the adult Indian was so eager to give his children

a better life, a greater opportunity, that, in many cases, he was willing

to destroy his own culture."

During-our time, three successive Presidents have recognized the

problems and quality of Indian education. The Presidents have publicly

called for mew directions in programs and policies. Yet no new general

major changes In educational structure or programming have occurred in

this area far years.

Unfortunately, the history of American education, as seen through

Indian eyes, illustrate, the attitude that only material included in the

textbooks is worth learning.. The impression has been that only European

values and European methodology are essential to survival. Consequently,

19
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common American reasoning until the World War II era reflected a belief

that everything and everyone else should conform to methods that are

strictly Anglo American. Americans disregarded other ethnic groups'

values. Americana did not see fit to learn other peoples' languages.

Evetyone was supposed to learn the Anglo American language, methods,

values, and so forth.

With this philosophy, the American educational system has created

many emotional cripples due to repeated failures. Basing my conclusions

on past experiences and observations, I would like to cite a few factors

which I think cause our Indian dropouts or "pushouts" to fail.

Language is the number-one problem in the Indian student's struggle

for an education under the American educational system. (Later, I shall

attempt to categorise Indian students with the degree of affectation

caused by this language handicap.) In the past, the American educational

system has had little respect and recognition for a new non-English-speaking

student. In. addition, the schools established a system of competition for
r.

grades. Grades were used to mmnifest the worth or capability of the stu-

dent. The rules in the competition were interpreted in English. Anyone

whims language, culture, and values were not "American" could fall by the

wayside'. And, in the prOdeti offilling.off, the tenet that Indian stu-

dents were not endowed with a competitive spirit was established. (It so

happene that many Indian children compete ably in classes such as shop

and physical education, where language is not a prerequisite.)

ftrthermore,Yteichirs of Indian students are not informed during

their 'College preParetiOnithat competition is difficult and discouraging

when the non - English- speaking student with a beginning vocabulary of

fewer thanIMWOrds. COMpites with the student whose vocabulary may number

over 100b

ifier years of struggling,. the "nouveau bilingual" begins

to tvekCia.11004141I440-, thi'atUdiet no sooner Arrives than he begins to

boor derogatory seamarks about personalities with which he identifies.

'"war -like, bloodthirsty

b44 descendant of thefpeacefulAoho-

ONIOadiada:' -The-ward "Indian" haii-besn'established to cover

4f1velabits'and negative deeds of Indianala the past. No
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explanation is ever given to account for the Indians' behavior, although

they were usually defending their land, proparty, and families.

In addition, the American school system has a common practice known

as "social promotion." Many Indian students, in ignorance, have gladly

left the secondary school scene'via this route without perceiving, without

mastering, the "three R's."

However, let us then focus on a cure rather than on the diseases of

the system. What must be done to improve the preparation of school per-

sonnel who serve American Indian children?

Instead of trying to achieve integration through bussing, integra-

tion may be achieved by equal recognition of all ethnic groups and their

roles in the development of our country. In the absence of,literature

in the classroom, teachers may be encouraged to do a little research to

obtain information about history to benefit and include all groups repre-

sented in today's classrooms.

From the beginning of a student's education, he should be informed

that our continent and its people did not become a part of the world only

upon discovery by Europeans. Nonetheless, by declaring that Columbus

discovered Americo, our educational system still refuses to recognize

that a viable culture and people have lived in North America for ages.

In additim,one group is now advocating that the Vikings came to America

first, while the latest research informs us that the Jewish people dis-

covered America. These assumptions are taught our American Indian children,

who thus conclude that the prior existence of their forefathers, along

with their cultural heritage in America, does not count.

Thus, the future teacher should be exposed to the cultures of the

so- called non- mainstream Americans and the values of these cultures. We

openly and proudly, hail the many freedoms of our country; yet, in the

clamproome where future teachers are trained, we have not seen fit to

study mid learn about all cultures and peoples in America. Many teachers

aaset,learn.by ,zporiencs after they have left. the college classrooms.

..44:geod,,teacher, shou/disnow his students well. Today, there are many

ca*A000,410,0t404an students. Ordinarily when the discussion of Indian

education arises, most people have in mind the reservation-bred, native -

elizakiagijud4m,e0dent who .has a different cultural orientation and a

different vpdpw4p4intof. values., Students in this category have been

".
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reduced in numbers by television, better roads, improved housing, and so

forth. However, they may yet be found in isolated areas of Indian reser-

vations.

In the second group of Indian students are those who speak come

English but, due to poor models at home, may use poor grammar and verbalize

poorly. They may have just as much trouble with written English as the

non-English speakers.

A third group of Indian students is made up of urban Indians who

have grown up in the city and may not speak an Indian language. Many of

these have not been exposed to an Indian culture and, therefore, may not

have a cultural conflict. This group may speak English fluently, but some

may have a bit of dyslalia and barbatalalia as a result of the speech

models at home. "Dyslulia" is defective articulation due to faulty learning

as a result of poet models or examples of speech. "Barbaralalia" is the

habitual use cf speech sounds and rhythmo-melody of a native language when

learning to speak another.

From this third group are students who have not qualified for Johnson-

O'Malley funds and haire had financial problems such as not being able to

purchase noon meals. Recently, however, most urban Indians have begun to

receive free lunches.

The fourth group of students is made up from Indian families who have

worked up to middle-clasi status: Often, these are from mixed marriages.

Usually their Parents are Government employees or work fot a large corpora-

tion. These students, being cognizant of the values of education, may be

motivated to try. harder in the classroom -- although many other Indian stu-

dents have desirable aspirations as well.

Teachers often ask abOut exceptionally shy Indian students; A simple

answer is that these students may be shy due to awareness of their grammati-

cal aad phonetical errors while speaking English. (A speech pathologist

may use such terms as "interference," "overlap," and "oral inaccuracy" to

describe some of the speech problems.) However, this awareness of various

problems Cozies many Indian students to hesitate to volunteer answers in

the classroom. Speech inferiority is an adjunct to shyness frr many Indian

students.

You Can see that Indian students recognise the value of, and need

models-for, good speech. Nevertheless, in many classrooms, we hear tea -

chers say "huh," "yea," and "OX" instead of "what," "yes," and "all right."
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A teacher can contribute much and can assist Indian students through

counseling. A majority of Indian parents are unprepared to counsel their

children in education. Therefore, it is highly desirable for teachers to

do guidance work and to counsel with Indian students. In most schools,

there is a lack of counselors; when there is one, the ratio of counselors

to students may be so great that Indian students never see a counselor.

Many problems are due to adolescence rather than ethnic backgiound

or race. However, a strong feeling persists that the problems deriving

from the disadvantaged environment and background keep these Indian stu-

dents from becoming middle-class Americans.

Other problems of the Indian student stem from poor study.habits and

the inability to take class lecture notes as a result of limited vocabu-

lary.. These problems further contribute to incompetence in answering

essay questions. This may lead students to lack of interest, motivation,

challenge, competitive spirit, and ultimately may lead to blockage during

tests from past failures.

In speaking of a phenomenon that I call "minority complex," it is a

fact that, although the American Indians are the indigenous natives of

this continent, the once-numerous natives were reduced in numbers for many

reasons. Today the American Indians number only approximately 650,000.

In contrast, the so-called other minority groups, the Blacks and the

Chicanos, number many millions each. Thus, the American Indians are

extremely aware of their "mini - minority status" in any situation. There

are usually fewer Indian students in any school system, especially in

the colleges, and a school cannot institute special programs for a small

segment of its student body. There are usually fever Indians employed by

any lArge,firm or corporation, and the small representation cannot influ-

ence management in terms of days off for Indian holidays and for partici-

pation at sacred ceremonial events. There are usually fewer Indian voters

and they certainly cannot influence a national or state election.

Social scientists have interpreted results of surveys and questionnaires

to mean that, due to their lack of influence on others, Indians generally

donot think much of themselves.

As Arcault of humiliating and discouraging experiences, the cultur-

ally different and bilingual students may be forced into a four-stage

acculturation syndrome.

23
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The first 'stage is one of bewilderment or frustration.' In this stage,

the student'doubts hiiself and-hie culture. He concludes that, if his

culture hid true value, it Would be taught in the schools:. The teachers

would' be aware'of thii"Culture. The etudeht this perceives that his

life - style, as well as the-life-style of his loved ones at home, is not

The leconesiage -becomes One of rejection. The student begins to

strip 'himaelf 'of'all Vestiges of those things to which he attributes his

lack of success. Host cultuially different people disappear into the

mainstream at this point. Many-Indiansremain Indian merely to secure

eMploymeti with 'the Bureau orIndien Affairs. At this stage, others may

go;in the opposite diroCtion and dro0 out'of society is militants.

Few survive as f*i as the third stage. Thlwilay be Called'pseudo-

acCulturation.' usually an adult by'6614,' thL Indian begins to realise

that kis'cUltUre tioeskave'sOMe'Vlitus, beauty, and merit: He begins to

grasp for positive self- identity through a series of self-discovery experi-

ences. He begins toretcOulturate'into'his former culture. 'He reads

Indian books'and perriCipates'in tribal dances and Ceremonials. Once this

itage'begini-tO provide hi>i with a little understanding and emotional

security, he movie intorhe 'fourth-stage.

This tinal'itigt might be'called'a bicultural or even multicultural

phase. lee, the Indien'begins.to'idettify not only the virtue, beauty,

scl:-Merlt:Of'llii Own culture'but alio begins-to equate these assets with

comparable ones in the major society. Once he has made these identifica-

tioni'and'AnalOgies,'he'ii'obligated to aftertise them and share them

between the cUltereCie that both may be enriched.

:An Indian reaching thii last Stage may enjoy a concert or opera one

diy and the next day'partiCipate in an Indian dance or watch and enjoy

One.-

le cbaclusion,7I'sight Way that the goal of education should be to

innate the'liriethrie stag* noted abOve. Iirtrying-to-accomplish

thie011641Ou1tteach*re-thia What is handed the' teachers in textbooks

404 workbooks. This way, all Americans *tali tthnic.groaps can that

may then perceive them-

POeftUnilj Aid iiiiyliiecitase



THE TRAINpO OF TEACHERS OF INDIANS - -A CONCEPTUAL MODEL

14ai E. Holder

Thq argument of whether teaching is art or technology is age-old

and precludes more discuision than frUitful results: I hope not to

complicate theProbleakby merely insarting the words "of Indians"

after the word "teaching" in the foregoing sentence:

My remarke.foqua on a conceptual framework for how to train tea

chers. of'Indianmers,:than.on 2t4theteacheis of Indians shOuld know.

The idea is. master of. the deed. Ifve do not develop a design for how

to train teachers of Indians, which can be subjected to clone scrutiny,

than mbalwe teach them is an orphan -deed without a responsible master.

The ideas I shall pteposere based upon the premises (1)'that we can

describe a product - -a teacher Of:Indian students7rin.terms ef.what he

should be able to do and (2) that we can model the processes which can

best produce such. a product.

My worst feat is that 'vs shall continue to proceed OithOut clearly

describing either. the process o; the.content of teacher training pro-

giims in measurable tense. In 'either casei process and content are

only the means to an end. Their value caa be judged only using the

end or goalthe product to be produced-as -the'criterion for evalua-

tion;

Thiachallonge'of stating the steps. 'in the'training Of teachers of

Indians appeals to me as the challenge of writing a'job'description.

Since teteheretiefteen'tieching.fiit thoUtandacd years, to say that

the job ofteathing cannot' be "scribed Is comparable.to saying,. as

the.piloreild'tirthe'paristeger Via the stewardess, "Frankly, We are

lost, but We iiiriviaating'aTifully good time;" Howeveri to describe the

teacher's rolt'oelit 'in terms orwhat-teadhers do or hive done'would

be lesithelvdesitable. ''17dhirgY spent entrYing.to -determine what tea-

chereAkt or' have dd6C44321.16-ileeto0 prioritjr,Thet determiiing what

toachetiehenld,deliII la.''llntil Ale 'ad-ra first step, de-

teralittigtlgrilatli'tieChets perforce -is Inet'Precticable:

J.
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At the risk of not being different, I shall suggest a conceptual

design for the training of teachers of Indians. Let me do this by

first stating my assumptions:

1. The program to train teachers should be a set of integrated,
not discrete, experiences. The application of ideas and behav-
iors learned should be an integral part of the program, not
something left for the prospective teacher to attempt on his
own at SOA4 later date.

2. Teachers e,ould be able to do three types of tasks well: (a)

those dealing with person-to-person human relationships related
directly to the self-concept of the student, (b) those concerned
with instructional design, and (c) those concerned with inter-
action skills.

3. Within the limitations of moral &ad ethical restraints, learning
by direct experience is the most efficient and effective approach.
Therefore, teachers should be "taught to teach" by direct contact
with the teaching behaviors they will be expected to utilize.

4. Learning what teachers could or even should know about the role
of the teacher is not the same as, or a substitute for, learning
to do what teachers should be able to do in the teacher role.

5. Evaluation is a continuous process. Teachers should be able to
evaluate their performance as a part cf the process of producing
the product of the schools as described by their constituency.

6. Not all persons who can become or should become teachers can or
should become teachers of Indians.

A program for training teachers of whittlers of willow whistles

can be analogous to our task. The usual procedure would be to look

in the institutional catalog to see what kinds of courses relate to

whittling willow whistles. Assuming that courses are offered on

"types of willows," "types of whistles," and "great whittlers of the

past," surely someone successfully completing these three courses

should not only be able to produce willow whistles bw; also should be

able to train others to produce these whistles. And, assuming that,

after completion of the courses, there are graduates who can whittle

willow whistles and some whose students can also whittle whistles,

what happens when it is learned that those who whittle willow whistles

learned the skill from watching a skilled whittler of willow whistles

who could not teach themcould not help them learn how he did it --

because he could only whittle willow whistles and could not describe the

process?
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Now, how could someone learn to teach others to whittle willow

whistles? First, he could observe and describe the product to be pro-

duced; second, he could make an analysis of the tasks requisite to

producing the product; third, he could learn to perform these tasks

skillfully; and, fourth, he could evaluate this whittling process by

comparing the end product with that specified before he started to

whittle. One of my assumptions was that what willow whistle whittlers

should do well is the top priority, not how well willow whistle whit-

tlers whittle willow whistles. This requires a task analysis of the

process for producing a product.

For the most part, this task analysis has not been done in teacher

education. I know of one instance, but it does not yet meet the require-

manta of training teachers of Indians. The nearest we have come is a

description of what should be known, but that is knowledge--not behavior.

The first step in the development of a teacher training program should

be a description of the willow whistle, or the product the whittler is

to produce. That product in teacher training is the student--what should

he be like and what should he be able to do? Answers to these value

questions are the prerogative of the constituency of the schools. The

constituents will probably need help to describe in measurable terms the

product desired, but the constituents should not be ignored. This is

another task and is not directly related to the purpose of this paper.

What tasks should students produced by the school be able to per-

form in order to be judged the desired type of product? This type of

question can be answered and evaluated with empirical data. What tasks

must teachers be able to perform to help the learner use time most

efficiently to become the product specified? Teachers must be able to

make product task analyses and select, implement, evaluate, and continu-

ously modify processes for producing successful performers of the pro-

duct task. In an altogether too generalised statement, this describes

my analysis of the tasks requisite to teacher performance.

Performance of a teacher of Indians would require an analysis of

tasks requisite to producing an Indian, not a non-Indian, product. To

be judged a program, the training experience must relate directly to

performance of these necessary tasks--no gaps,no unnecessary overlaps.

Learning and application of the learning must be contiguous. Theory
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and practice must become almost synonymous. The teacFer trainee must

sense a related ,:.:71asivenoss to whet he is learning, what he is to do,

and the results be .obstrves,,or does not observe, in the product he

is helping..to-produce-when compared with tbo product specifications.

Anything producing less than this is not worthy of being called a

program.,.

Wanow.have'series of courage which help trainees at the know-

ledge level but leave to Lim a bohaviore3 synthesis. By accident, or

chance, some traineem do make the synthesis--however, too many do not.

I submit that, without the behavioral synthesis and its application

being designed as a desirable outcome to be attained and evaluated,

thereis not an Indian teacher education program worthy of that desig-

nation. In essence,.without this, trainees are exposed to a series of

definitions but never to that which is being defined.

TAM AREAS IN THE CONCEPTUAL HODEL

There are three task, areas which teachers (and trainees) should be

able to manipulate effectively in the process of producing a given learner:

personal relationships; instructional design, and interaction skills.

Personal Relationships

Learning is.most productive when the teacher-pupil relationship is

characterieed by mutual rompect We respect most those who respect us

and like usthose-mho-like us for what we are, not what they think we

idsould-be or may become. We.are seen by them to be individuals of real

personal worth and potential. They help ue to care about ourselves and

recognise.and acknowledge our personal worth, by caring for us. They

respectvs.by-helping us recognize, appreciate, and use our abilities.

They care for us by being patient listeners to, and subtle reinforcers of,

our. .interests.'.. And,..most important, they understand and help us to

appreciate our.malues.They give us opportunities to test themselves

with, not necessarily against, the values of .others, reserving to us the

-right oflecision: They earn,ourirespect by knowing themselves in these

sesivveys-better than they know,us and_by not being afraid to let us get

-*ltstist_theavas they are. Teachers must be able to. earn the respect of

-)4m0WeAtudents.in these and other reiated,ways--especially teachers of

Lidian: students.
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Instructional Deeigg

The basic element of instructional design is the statement of

obJectives: In the formal school setting, this means stating what

behavior. the products of these institutions should be able to per-

form: The schools belong to the public. The public should determine

what the product of the schools should be able to do. Teachers should

be *hie to work with the public, especially parents, helping them to

describe goals of the schools in terms of observable student behavior.

Teachers should be able to help the public'describe the kinds of

evidences *61.01 would be acceptable indiCators that the product has

been produced as specified. At this point, teachers should be able to

translate these indicators into instructional goals specified in terms

of anticipated stUdent behavioral outcomes and to classify' these goals

as being either cognitive (idea) behaviors; psychomotor or neuromuscular

behaviors; or affective' behaviors (those dealing with voluntary choices

the -learner makes in terms of his attitudes, preferences, or interests

as he applies his value system).

'Also important interne of instructional design is a task analysis

of behavioral outcomes or instructional stoats. TeaChers'should'be able

to describe what the student must know or learn to exhibit the behavior

specified as the final outcome. The sequential relationship, if such

existcrshoUld'also-bd-stated. An integral part of this task.analysls

is claSsificationif'each task-according to the type of behavior called

for on the part of the learner. This iS critical since the most efficient

use of time and resources in helping aliarner to perform a given type

of behavior depends upon application'of the.mode of instruction best

suited tothe behavior to be produced.

Several *Chita could be'uSed. 'I would suggest that, for example,

inthe area of ideis, a modification of'Otine'S-System be used. Instruc-

tional design All call for Iearning'activitieS best suited to each of

the three aforementioned types of behaviors: They have a hierarchical

relationship, in-that'ionCept'cliseification requirei the' Use'of eemori-
,mitioebflitialL'and-problea-461ving'retodies'the 'application of them

b00.".emvsli#17, iiiit'iliitisdiOnatasks'sWhichteachite ask learners

to:Pith:Orb ire'lisMorititfenreiksibiereer,'the instructional deSign

most commonly used by teachers to produce'isiorisation behavior is not

that:sidoCh can produce recall, behavior most efficiently by the student.
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A learner who successfully memorizes by "happenstance" generally pro-

duces for h.:.maelf an instructional mode', or paradigm for most efficient

mcworization. The same could be said for concept classification. But

what about problem- solving, the societal expectation? Too little is

done in the public schools.about the development of problem-solving

behavior. Little more needs to be said here until learner outcomes

have been specified at the problem- solving level. Most psychomotor

instruction is nearly as inefficiaaL. however, the most imporiaat cat -

comes are those in the affective area. Yet thews are left almost

entirely to happenstance. Little is done by way of instructional design

to ensure that these desirable affective outcomes will be realized.

Analysis of instructional _koala into ideas or separate motor acts

is the next design step. Once student behaviors are specified and

stated as instructional goals, they need to be analyzed according to what

students need to know to Achieve the goals. For example, those behav-

iors in the cognitive area should have statements on what students need

to learn to enable them to exhibit the appropriate type of behavior.

This means that; ideas to be memorized need to be stated and that concepts to

be classified need to be stated. In the case of the psychomotor field,

the separate motor acts which make up the total skill should be stated in

the sequence in which ally are to be performed. In the affective area,

representative types of observable student behaviors which would give

evidence of approach or avoidance behavior should be stated. These state-

ments of ideas or skills to be learned are the primary determinants of the

exemplars to be used in the learning activities for instruction. The

statements can help to ensure that instruction for new ideas will be car-

ried out on the referent level rather than subjecting the student to sym-

bolic manipulation. Por the Indian child, this is especially critical.

Because his experiences related to reservation life are uniquely different

from those of most students coming from the dominant society, he will need

to be treated as a first-time learner of an idea. He needs to have an

experience most nearly related to the referent of that idea. He needs

to have his experiences placed in a setting most nearly parallel to that

othitreservation experience. leachers cannot test the relevance of in-

structional activities as being near the referent of an idea without be-

41mg 04 first to state that idea.,
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The next instructional design task is the preparation of pre-

mmluation_en4 Dostevaluation procedures and materials. If learners are

to be treated as individuals who are uniquely different from one another,

then preassessment should be provided to measure the differences. Pre -

assessment made prior to instruction for a given segment of content

should diagnose where the learner is in the instructional sequence and

should at least answer the question, "Does the learner know the ideas or

is he able to perform the behaviors requisite to entering this segment of

instruction?" If he does not, the odds of his being a successful learner

of a given Bailment of content are not good.

Instructional design must be able to account for where the student

is at any time in terms of were he is expected to be eventually. It

not only should diagnose where the learner is but also should prescribe

where he should go to get instruction in terms of where he is. Pretest

design must also reflect whether an assessment is being made of the

learner's understanding, or his ability to perform in terms of that under-

standing. There is a difference between knowing what honesty is and being

honest, or knowing what addition is and being able to add.

Postevaluations should assess the learner's ability to perform tasks

specified by the instructional goals. Currently, too many procedures and

aaterials used by teachers to assess student performance have little rela-

tionship to the type of behavior the learner is expected to perform in the

real world. In too many cases, the student is more perceptive of this

than t teacher. This is one reason that students become so discouraged;

they perceive very clearly the discrepancies between the world of the

school and the real world. For the Indian student, this is even more pro-

nounced. I an convinced that it is one of the most critical factors in

the lack of motivation of students, especially Indian students.

Utilizing behavioral objectives and preevaluation and postevaluation

tasks parallel to the behavior specified by these objectivesin a design

which can communicate to students and parents where the student is in the

instructional sequencewill be the best means of helping Indian parents

and students to see the relevance of formal instruction. Without these

critical tools, teachers will continue to be as ineffective in meeting

the needs of Indian students as they have too often been for too long. I

submit that teacher performance in the design of evaluation procedures

and materials which ensure that instruction is suited to individual
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differences of students is one of the weakest areas of current teacher

preparation.

Selection of learhine_actiyities is the fifth task under instruc-

tional design. Although too many teachers do a poor job of the first

four elements of insteuctional Cosign, as I have stated them, probably

the area in which teachers commit dome of the gravest errors is selec-

tion of learning activities. The lack of insight is even more critical

and grievous in terms of helping Indian students. Too many teachers

select "teacher talk" as the major learning activity. Second to this

is the selection of the written word as the sole or major source of in-

struction. These two choices reflect the most abstract and distant form

of representing the referent of an idea. They are furthest from direct

contact with the referent or learning by direct experience. If we be-

lieve in theuniqueness of individuals as learners, then we must also

believe that their learning styles are unique and that there are more

than the two abstract learning styles just discussed: listening to the

teacher and reading.

Teacher talk makes of the learner a passive individual. He comes

to think that learning is passive and that it is primarily a task of

absorpt4.on or recording. Reading is a process of translating arbitrary

sowed /Inhale into a, sound system. These arbitrary symbols have been

selected to represent certain meanings associated with a referent. If

the symbol cannot call up the meaning that it represents, the symbol has

. no meaning for the learner. For the printed word to communicate when

the symbol bee no meaning requires that the learner be taken back to the

referent.

Ilith the modern technology available to us, teachrs should be able

to bring the student closer to the referent. Role-play, simulation,

&apes, ei.4 ail of the audio and visual materials and equipment that are

available could ,proyicle a wealth of different types of learning activi-

, tiee <from which the student could select according to his unique learn-

. - jug,style. 3, do not. neap., to legislate against teacher talk or the writ-

V414 Ilgrdl,T. wish to stress thet Abe** be used judicioisly.

Ccapounding,a disproportionate use of written materials is the lack

,54,,preoaration teachers receive, especially secondary teachers, to enable

Otillilf-,41,tariez46 what kinds,of difficulties students are having with the
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printed word. A student's learning must not take place in the absence

of the written word since it will become one of the major tools avail-

able to hie to continue his learning; however, teachers need to be pre-

pared to help diagnose rtAding difficulties and to provide assistance

to students in overcoming handicaps.

I am pleased to be associated with people who are concerned about

continuous research in the ways to help English - language-deficient stu-

dents become better users of the written word. Teacher training which

does not provide prospective teachers with tools for helping tha Indian

child to use the written word effectively cannot successfully cope with

the challenge of teaching Indian students.

In the language arts and the social studies, the kinds of learning

activities teachers most often provide, by their very nature, especially

legislate against students learning communication and social interaction

skIlls. Students who are learning to become citizens of a democratic

republic have too few opportunities to learn how to communicate with one

another, to perform problem-solving tasks with one another, and to learn

their role as productive citizens in such a society. Classes in the lan-

guage arts and the social studies frr too often are fill-the-blank types

of experiences. This is the behavior Cult itudents are learning in the

very areas supposedly preparing them to .come effective communicators

with one another, to become individuals who can work together for the

benefit of our society, in the interest of each individual, by being

willing at times to forego their desires Jn behalf of the goals and pur-

poses Of the group. To Indian students, this certainly must seem totally

in./twat; the communication and'human relationship behaviors they have

learned in Indian society must now become unlearned and, in their place,

the less desirable behavior of filling blanks is substituted. What a

tragedy.

Too many teacher training programs are of the fill-the-blank type

and do not model the kinds of behaviors relevant to the role of the tea-

cher. "Do as I say, not as l do" is the model. What a tragedy. We need

to provide a better model for the second task--instructional design.

3SC
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Interaction Skills

The third task deals with what I would call the interaction skills.

These are the skills used by the teacher to help students interact with

learning materials, other students, and the teacher 'in synthesizing in-

formation and relating it to tasks of the real world. We are talking

about the skills of the teacher in working with students and helping

them as individuals to pursue independent study; the skills of helping

small groups work productively; the skills of making presentations to

large groups of students in a meaningful way. We are talking about these

skills which only the creaZive teacher can perform fel he meets the vari-

ous situations arising from student responses to stimuli presented. We

are talking about the kinds of tasks that not even the computer, with all

of its capability, can perform: the task of assessing the situation and

deciding wbat is to be done next t nake the most of a given learning

situation. In addition to preparing teachers to perform interaction

skills, we need to prepare them to evaluate their use of these skills

in terms of student achievement of behavioral goqls.

OVERVIEW OF A TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAM

One of my basic assumptions was that learning by direct experience is

the best means for most efficient first-time learning of an idea or skill.

This is especially true for those learners with limited experiences. I

have suggested previously some of the types of direct experiences I think

teachers, and especially teachers of Indians, should have One of these

is direct contact during the teacher training program with the kinds of

behaviors a teacher should exhibit in his role as modeled by those who are

training him to become a teacher. No longer should we be satisfied to

train teachers by telling them how they should teach. We should teach

them using the same kinds of behaviors they should have as teachers. An

excellent example is our telling teachers for years that they should in-

dividualise instruction. In fact, we have even told than how it should

be done. My suggestion is that we show them how it should be done by

individualizing their training program. Part of the direct experience of

the teacher trainee should be with the types of stMents he is going to

teach. The earlier he can come in direct contact with these types of stu-

dents, the sooner and better he can become sensitive to what he needs to

34 CA;
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learn in terms of personal relationships, instructional design, and

interaction skills.

Although it is extremely difficult to provide direct experiences,

methods need to be sought to provide the next best kind of experience,

that of simulation. The simulation should have multisensory appeal.

This would not only enable us to train teachers better but also would

allow for designing materials and procedures for better selecting those

who should teach American Indian students. Early contact with Indian

students, or simulated experiences with Indian students, would enable us

to focus more upon doing than upon knowing. For too long, we have been

content with training teachers to know and have not concerned ourselves

enough about their ability to do. The real test is not whether the

trainee knows what he should do to help the learner but whether he can

do what he should to help the learner. When given an Indian student

who needs help with instruction, the prospective teacher and those who

are training him should quickly sense that knowing what to do is not

sufficient. The easiest way to fail is to do your best, the easiest

way to succeed is to do the job.

There should be a closer relationship between those in the teacher

training institutions and the teachers in public schools who are working

with the types of students that prospective teachers plan to teach.

here should be a totally correlated program understood by all those

involved in the training process so that a unified, concentrated effort

can be lade. Concurrent with the training program should be action

research conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the training process.

I am considered by many as an Idealistically pragmatic realist.

You have seen the idealistic side. May I now share with you the real-

istic side? There are problems in bringing about such a training pro-

gram as the one just suggested.

The most critical deterrent, I think, is the lack of personnel

trained sufficiently well who can model the kind of behavior described.

I say thin from experience, having been involved for four years in ft

teacher training program based upon the model I have espoused. I am

encouraged every day, however, with the number of institutions which

are seeking to implement this type of teacher training; yet I am dis-

couraged because of the slowness of the institution I represent to

35 tit-
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emulate this type of training program for prospective teachers of Indians.

One reason for this is the second most critical deterrent: departmental

inertia. As formidable as is the inertia that exists among professional

educators, it staggers the imagination to think of what would have to

take place to overcome the inertia of other departments which should

participate in a teacher training program as I have described it. Re-

lated to this is the task of drawing into the program public school per-

sonnel with the necessary commitment and skills requisite to performance

of the recommended behaviors.

One of the biggest problems currently in the training program in

which I am involved is the inability of the public school teacher to

help reinforce the kinds of behaviors teachers should perform. It re-

quires a complete retooling, almost, for them to be conersant about

the kinds of behaviors we sae talking about, let alone being able to

reinforce and contlaus the training in the laboratory setting of the

classroom. I am convinced, however, that public school teachers would

more readily participate effectively in such a teacher training program

than would personnel in other departments of a university.

One deterrent to productive involvement of public school personnel

in such a training program would be finding public school settings willing

to provide a climate conducive to change, especially if it meant modifying

organizational practices. Probably the greatest inertia would come from

the teaching profession itself. For example, the profession has been

most reluctant to. assume the responsibility for weeding out of its ranks

those who have no business being there.

I do not think it unreasonable to assume that some resistance would

be made to a marriage of teacher training'institutions and public schools

which mould place in the classroom of a given school district, or school

building, a considerable number of prospective Leachers under the super-

vision of a *mall number of public school and university personnel. We

have, to some extent, already experienced such resistance to our elemen-

tary internehip program. ,Our Individualised Escondary Teacher Education

Proems (141160, which haskstudent teachers in teams of two and three

under the direction of a single.cooperating teacher, has also been looked

at with this same.type of "teacher welfare" concern.
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Since there are so many diverse Indian groups in the country, and

since one cannot predict accurately which Indian groups a prospective

teacher will work with, I see another key problem: that of giving the

trainee a direct experience ora simulatel experience in such a way that

he can transfer what he has learned to a setting different from that in

which he has been trained. This may mean that a series of inservice

simulation experiences should be available to the teacher who transfers

to a setting different from that in which he was trained. This could

enable him to retool himself to meet that situation.

I alluded earlier to the need for methods or selecting participants

who can successfully complete the training program and work well with

Indian students. I restate my last assumption: not all persons who

can become, or should become, teachers can or should become teachers of

Indians. This is readily apparent to prospective student teachers as

they visit the 7sbools in which they will do their student teaching.

As they sit ari'listen to teachers talk, in a very short period of time

they all too often come away saying, "Those teachers don't like Indian

students. How can they be successful in teaching them? The kids don't

have a chance." I repeat, what are we doing as a profession to see that

these kinds of people do not teach Indians?

Where do we go from here? Let me suggest seven things we need to

do, in the order that we should consider them:

1. We should decide on a model for training teachers. I submit that

the model I have presented should be given serious consideration.

2. We need to describe the teaching behaviors which will become the
content of a teacher training program.

3. There should be a marriage of teacher training Institutions and
public schools to provide direct-experience training for the major
portion of a prospective teacher's program. This should be in a

public school setting with Indian students. (I include Bureau of

Indian Affairs schools as public schools.)

4. We need to train university and public school personnel to fulfill
their roles in the teacher training model selected. That is, those
involved in training teachers must be prepared to exhibit the kinds

of behaviors to be performed by trainees.

5. We must find ways to select more carefully participants who can and
should become teachers of Indian students.
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6. We need to train some of these selected participants and set them to
work in the public schools to teach Indian students. Hopefully, the
public schools in the program will be those which have worked with
their constituencies to de-ermine the behaviors the schools' products
should be able to perform and the evidences or indicators of this
that the schools would be willing to accept. Unless this is done,
the means will not be available for evaluating the product produced
by the teacher training program since evaluation of the teacher
trainee's performance is an indirect one and must be measured in
terms of student performance. How can the performance of the teacher
trainees be measured in a setting which does not allow for meaningful
measurement of the performance of those whom they teach? I do not
mean only to allow measurement to bs made. I mean that criteria be
provided in the form of specified, observable, measurable outcomes
against which studost performance and, indirectly, teacher perfor-
mance can be evaluated.

7. Trainees must be followed into the classroom. The results of their
performance must be researched and the process by which they were
trained evaluated. If needed, the training process should be modi-
fied to come nearer to producing a teacher product who can work with
Indian students and successfully prepare them to be the product that
their parents and our society would wish us to help produce.

These things we have not yet done; these things we yet must do. If

not now, when? If not we, who?
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SCHOOLING AND TEACHERS FOR INDIAN CHILDREN AND YOUTH:

SIX PERSPECTIVES

Joel L. Burdin

This overview of six selected perspectives) is based upon an analy-

sis of the other papers in the present monograph. Although admittedly

arbitrary, these perspectives produce ideas and information which are

useful in conjunction with the reading of the other paper. The per-

spectives deal with the societal context of Indian education, present

status of education for Indian children and youth, and needed directions

in school personnel preparation for young people. In large measure,

this section reflects the essence and spirit of the papers.

INDIAN EDUCATION IN THE CONTEXT OF LOCAL,
STATE, AND NATIONAL POWER STRUCTURES

The President and ritisens alike have called for major improvements

in both quantity and quality of education for Indians. Few major im-

plcovements have occurred. However, encouragement is found in the decline

or disappe:aance of earlier condescending and punitive attitudes - -prac-

tices ahich blemish much of American history. Today, apathy and inaction

Ime the major barriers to chihge.

American Indians comprise a minority group among minorities. There

are 650,000 Indians dispersed among isolated tribes and hidden among the

masses of large urban centers. The Indians are demoralised by decades of

dependency, neglect, exploitation, and punishment. They are insufficiently

educated and untrained in the way of psliiics. They have a record of re-

ceiving too little for too long. American Indians have relatively little

political clout. However, they do have the advantage of an increasingly

sensitised conscience of the majority society. Whether this sensitivity

will generate sore than studies upon existing layers of studies is yet to

he seen.

TL, ,

-Wile same general perspectives are also used in a publication by Joel
144410W4hOlorpret'T.i2440n, School Perspnnel Preparation for American
W00A:4Sp0.1x0roroary ckiepponp a94 Itepprses. wit)! Annotated BiblioA7

1reh1e._Whahington, D. C.: ERIC.C.Aeringhouie on Teacher Education, 1970.
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Indians on the state level, including those in states where they

are in a majority or near majority, do not make the impact that is pos-

sible. Even in local school districts with numerous Indians, there is

a tendency toward non-representation or token representation of Indians

on the school boards. Powerlessness creates visible inertia and apparent

indifference among many Indians. Democratic involvement of Indians in

educational decision-making is too largely on the verbal level.

CURRENT STATUS OF K-12 EDUCATION

Before drawing conclusions on preservice and inservice school per-

sonnel preparation, it is important to examine the current state of edu-

cation for Indian children and youth. Goals for preparing school per-

sonnel should be derived from analyses of educational objectives and

needed changes in practice of both the Indian subculture and the larger

American society.

Instruction for Indians tends to promote imitating "Americans" of

the melting-pot vintage, with a sprinkling of the newer suburban, white

middle-class model; indeed, there is some effort to create an "apple"- -

red on the outside and white on the inside. Inculcation of European

values, aspirations, methods, and languages has been the predominanlir

objective in educating Indians. The European values-4oepetitiveness, to

name one--often are in direct conflict with what is considered proper

among Indians. European values have been considered positive and those

of Indians negative.

Very little content--and few observances--reflect the sacred and

meaningful Indian ceremonial days. TO Indian children and youth, the

message is clear: Indian culture must be unimportant since it is rele-

gated to secondary importance in relation to "American" culture--whether

by implicit or explicit treatment. Even Thanksgiving is largely a white

man's observance, with historically good Indians providing the means in

the plot. It turns out that the Europeans were thankful for food and

not for the Indians, who later were cast in the role ,)f savages to be

banished and even exterminated. The effects are demoralising, for the

omission tells the Indian. child that his people are relatively unimpor-
,.

tineeopes the powsrful ones who determine the nature of his schooling.
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Even among the tribes with a high level of support for education,

there are major indications of serious educational problems. Among the

Nescalero Apaches, as noted earlier by Hopkins Smith, there is a 40 per-

cent school dropout rata. Further, the number of college graduates can

be counted on one finger. He also states that the low level of education

is a major barrier to attaining tribal objectives; imported expertise

can move the tribe forward only to a limited extent. After all, the out-

siders are limited in their ability to tune in on Indian expectations

and strategies.

Indian children begin schooling with great hopes, for their parents

tend to stress the value of education. This anticipation soon turns into

frustration as they fail while observing alnglo children fitting into the

white-oriented school pattern with relative ease. The children continue

to feel that education must be desirable but unattainable for their kind.

Social promotions made to keep the number of children equitably distributed

among the grades do not alleviate these feelings of inferiority and frus-

tratinn; the children sense the condescension of teachers who, in effect,

admit their inability to teach Indians.

DESIRABLE OBJECTIVES FOR INDIAN EDUCATION

The basic objective in education for Indians must be to remove the

years of negativism, condescension, and exploitation and to build a posi-

tive self-image and genuine pride in the past contributions and present

strengths of Indians. Of course, the usual educational objectives, such

as enhancing ability to attain economic self-sufficiency and good physical

health, are valid for Indians.

Movement is needed beyond the several stages of acculturation iden-

tified earlier in Joe Sando's paper: (1) bewilderment and frustration

concerning Indian culture, (2) rejection of Indian society, and (3) semi-

acculturation wherein Indians begin to read about their people, participate

in rituals, and sense some pride in their uniqueness. The ultimate posi-

tive objective is to create biculturalism, in which Indian cultural traits

and practices are equated in worth with those of other peoples and in which

Indians participate selectively in terms of their own distinct life-styles

and those of others.
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The concept of selective participation in Indian and Anglo cultures

can be translated into behavioral educational objectives in which Indians

are taught alternative ways of learning and living. Content, materials,

and learning strategies can then be developed to attain the objectives

selected to create effective education for America's first citizens.

The time is past then educational objectives can be transported from the

white ments'centers to those of tae Indians without the inspiration of,

and transformation by, Indian citizens.

DESIRABLE CONTENT IN INDIAN EDUCATION

The culture of Indians as a people and the uniqueness of the local

tribal group should constitute a basic type of educational content--whether

on a reservation, in "a school district with many Indian students, or in

a major urban center with the Indian students largely invisible.

Bilingual education, classes in tribal history and culture, and

classes in =Ma tribal political and social conditions are needed.

Education ohould begin at the primary level with the child's world and his

way of thinking and behaving.

Bach of the content commonly taught to total American society should

be reinterpreted and made meaningful for Indians. Knowledge should be

treated as a universal rather than European phenomenon. History, for

example, should"be taught as the record of man. Certainly, American his-

tory ihoeld not begin with the discovery of America, whether by a Norseman

or by an Italian servings Spaniard. Most certainly, victories of blue-

coated eiralrymon shaMid not be interpreted as victories for civilisation

while Indian triumphs are described as massacres. The total content should

belsiftid for cultural biries-ind for racisu.

Adueition which is Meaningful in terms of the Indian's experience and

conceptual base is a Mound point of departure for studying general American

history, gaography, politics, and content areas. This in turn is a foun-

dation for stulying yen in all parts of the earth. All subjects taught to

/idiens'itroold be:illustrated-with familiar thought pattetns, objects, and

' emporia:n*4i.
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DESIRABLE METHODS, MATERIALS, FACILITIES,
AND EQUIPMENT FOR GRADES K-l2

Counseling adapted to Indian behavioral tendencies (such as modesty

in talking about self with a stranger) should be a useful prelude to

improved classroom instruction. Also, the counseling should help the

student interpret education- -both the values of education and problems

in securing education in spite of growing up in a disadvantaged home and

community.

Special classes should be developed for emotionally disturbed and

for gifted children. The usual emphases of such classes, as well as

those based on exceptional Indian factors, should be planned.

Varied instructional materials and equipment should be used to make

white man's education - -often abstract and meaningless - -as concrete as

possible. After careful utilization of the Indian background of experi-

ences and thought patterns, varied visual-sensory means can help the

Indian child transcend the barriets of time, distance, and culture which

stand between him and the larger American society. Individualized in-

struction can be used to remediate learning problems and serve as a basic

means of instruction.

NEEDED DIRECTIONS IN PREPARING SCHOOL
PERSONNEL FOR TEACHING INDIANS

All of the preceding factors should be studied to determine the

kinds of personnel needed to serve Indians. Such personnel should be

recruited and prepared to meet the unique needs of Indians. Facilitica,

equipment, materiels', and methods should be adapted for Indians, and

teachers should develop capabilities to use these well.

Several characteristics needed by school personnel who work with

Indian children and youth should be kept in mind in solect*.ve recruit-

ment and retention activities. The characteristics should be reflected

in instructional objectives for preservise and inservIce preparation

programs. While many such attributes are commonly sought for all school

personnel, some may assume &died importance in Indian education. Unfor-

tunately, not enough is known about what is important for school personnel

for Indians!

11 basic point: People with fussy motivation and limited preparation

should not just drift into working with Indians. Talking with tae staff
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of an Indian school can reveal case after case wherein employment as

a stiff member was due to a combination of circumstances rather than

choice. We should minimize the number of persons who are teaching

Indians because of non-educational factors such as a husband's assign-

ment or ease of transfer within the Civil Service system. Developing

characteristics needed for working with Indians should not be left to

chance or left to on-the-job learning.

Hopkins Smith previously outlined several criteria for selection of

teachers of. Indians. First, there are the personal characteristics

such as patience, genuineness of feelings, sympathy, and understanding.

The Indian child has a particular need for "humanness" in the teacher

to help him gain confidence in overcoming multiple barriers of culture.

economic disadvantagement, and relative isolation of many homes and

villages. Second, time commitment and availability are important.

Many school personnel should live ta or near Indian neighborhoods so

that they can participate in ceremonies and efforts to improve the

quality of livingso that they can provide leadership and assistance.

The teacher who commutes 50 miles is more likely to leave as quickly as

possible after school and is unlikely to drive back for special occasions.

He is likely to have difficulty in developing those person -to- person re-

lationships which are needed to minimize Indian suspicion and fear of

outsiders.

Housing is a major problem for teachers of Indians. The problem is

accentuated by the relative isolation of many Indian communities -- removed

from many amenities to which teachers are accustomed and lacking in edu-

cational, recreational, and other resources which are common in most of

America.

Preservice and inservice preparation programs for Indians should

not be additions to, or patchwork of, existin6 programs but should be

tailored to desirable educational objectivea and programs for Indian

children and youth. Prior to Wishing Indians, school personnel should

demonstrate their competencies for bringing about specified behaviors.

Lyal Ha/der has provided a conceptualization of what he thinks is

effective for training teachers of Indians; it is important to emphasize

again that his points--though also applicable to preparing school per-

sonnel in general--should be applied in the context of Indian en.cation.

45 oi?
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Holder's goal for a preparation program includes:

1. A set of integrated experiences, with relationships of all parts
made explicit, to produce prescribed attitudes, knowledge, and
skills which are essential in creating an Indian--not a pale
imitation of a white man.

2. A design to create effectiveness in three tasks: (a) creating
person-to-person relationships focused on students' self-concepts,
(b) developing an instructional design, and (c) learning inter-
action skills.

3. A aeries of learning-by-experience activities, especially for
those with little understanding of the Indian people.

4. Knowledge and experiences which lead to mastery of the teacher's
role in the context of Indian education.

5. Knowledge and experiences which will create capabilities to assess
continuously progress and problems in promoting success and failures
of the child or youth learner--and capabilities to make necessary
changes. (The non-Indian certainly needs much assistance in moni-
toring Indian behavioral responses.)

6. A system for screening out those persons (who may appear strong
in the selective recruitment and retention processes) who do not
meet the test for promoting specified behavioral changes. (This
screening-out process should be continued on a lifetime basis, with
specified behavioral changes developed for school personnel in
relation to specific assignments and objectives.)

Among Willard Bass' recommendations (in Part 4 of this monograph)

are several to promote desirable preparation programs for teachers of

Indians. Relative to research, he suggests a study to identify and

evaluate strategies for modifying teacher behaviors (e.g., microteaching,

role-playing and sensitivity sessions) and to determine strategies

for introducing change in Indian education. Programmatically, he recom-

mends efforts to bring teachers into contact with children, youth, and

parents outside the school setting; programs for those who want to make

careers of teaching Indians; and development ,f mediated materials to

help non-Indians relate to Indian people.

Bass demonstrates a strong concern about attitudes teachers hold

toward the Indian culture and suggests several areas of needed research:

(1) consequences of living in teacher enclaves apart from Indians,

(2) attitudes of teachers of Indians who live as a distinct minority

in urban areas, (3) effects of orientation programs for teachers of

Indians, (4) attitudes) of career histories of teachers recruited by

46 ZZ
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the Bureau of Indian Affairs or other agencies, and (5) training and

attitudes of administrators enrolling Indian students. Bass recommends

(1) that intensive workshops be developed to teach non-Indian teachers

Indian culture, both traditional and contemporary, and (2) that hand-

books be developed to help teachers understand the local Indian commu-

nity.

Much more research should be conducted by Indians. It is important

to question the validity of much past and present research and experi-

mentation (which serve as bases for many of the practices in schools

for Indians):. Research and experimentation conducted in non-Indian

settingsand such activities carried on among Indians without Indian

expertise and understanding--should be studied carefully to determine

which is valid and which should be replicated in Indian settings.

Research instruments, processes, and interpretation should be exa-

mined by Indians to determine validity relative to improving educational

opportunities for Indian people.

George Gill, an Indian educator, proposes going to the Indians them-

selves to determine the kind of education which is meaningful. He also

proposes finding out first -hand problems in teaching Indians.
2

Elimi-

nating preconceived ideas and open-mindedly seeking valid data woulo

comprise a major step forward. Gene Sekaquactewa, an Indian educator

on the staff of Arizona State University, believes that false interpre-

tation of existing research, conducted from the non-Indian standpoint,

is destructive. He would have much inaccurate research "undone and

redone."
3

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It is apparent, from reading about and talking with Indians and

Anglos, that there is need for significa.it changes. Many problems have

been inherited from the past. There certainly is residual racism, in

'which Indians are viewed as inferior. There is a certain amount of

organizational inertia. There is some genuine confusion as to what

2
Burdin and Reagan, p. 15.

3
?bid., p. 16.
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should be done and how to do it; the problems indeed are complex and

varied. Granted the multiplicity of reasons for the present state of

affairs, the American people can no longer rationalize delays in

creating educational opportunities for the Indian people. Certain

actions are imperative:

1. Our Indian-validated or screened data and idea base should be
improved: (a) Existing research should be validated. (b) Research
should be undertaken to fill gaps and validate or reject questionable

research. (c) Research data and experimental studies should be
incorporated continuously into the national information system for
education, the Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC), and
used by all working to improve Indian education.

2. A series of high-level conferences should delineate objectives,
strategies, means, and assessment processes for Indian education.
Indian particiiants should either predominate or have major roles,
lest we receive nothing significant beyond more reports to add to
stacks of existing reports! Recommendations should be widely dis-
seminated and studied to determine both short-term and long-range
activities needed on local, state, and national levels. A calendar
for implementation should be developed for agencies and organizations.

3. Steps should be taken to make Indian goals and strategies accepted(

and respected in councils where decisions are made--by Indians and
others--in school boards; in state legislatures; in the Congress;
and in the many agencies, organizations, and enterprises responsi-
ble for improving life conditions of Indians.

4. Varied and extensive experimentation should be undertaken to improve
educational and other kinds of opportunities for Indians of all axes.
Primarily, these experiments should be conducted by Indians them-

selves. Research and development centers and regional educational
laboratories (both funded under the U. S. Office of Education),
collegiate-based Indian centers, and state and local education
agencies should provide supporting capabilities and add national
and majority culture perspectives without weakening the proposals

of Indians.

5. The nation should purge its conscience; its educational system and
instructional materials; its mass media; its jokes; its scrial,
economic, and political system--in short, its totality--of atti-
tudes and practices which limit opportunities for attaining the
good life by Indians or which degrade them. Positively, the nation

should learn about the history, the values, and the contributions
which the Indian 7aople have made--and must increasingly be helped
to make--to the richness of the total American culture.
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Education is a major means in national efforts to erase the blemish

of past policies in dealing with America's first citizens. Education is

a major means of providing Indians with pride, a sense of personal worth,

self-sufficiency, and effective citizenship. The Indian has a rich and

powerful heritage which has survived every imaginable adversity. This

heritage has much to offer to both the Indian himself and to people of

other races and cultures.

Educational change in a very real sense is preceded by change in

school personnel preparation and professional practices. After all, change

that makes a difference requires more than good facilities, equipment, and

materials. 'Granted the importance of these, we claim that the humane and

competent teacher--with a full complement of supporting personnel--is the

key to real change. Too, major changes in attitude, support, and under-

standing of school personnel by the general public are important in efforts

to r.eruit the best people possible into education, encourage and enable

them to stay in education, and stimulate them to devote themselves to a

life of growth and service.

All this and more are needed to create the kind of education neces-

sary for all Americans; the Indian with his long history of neglect and

deprivation requires an especially full measure of good education. A

national awakening is urgently required to keep the faith with Indian

citizens. Only this can help the nation attain its dreams stated so

eloquently on the Statue of Liberty for future citizens arriving from

Europe. Now it is time to put the Grand Lady can a pedestal so that her

torch and message may be seen clearly by those who preceded her to America!
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Part 4

EXCERPTS FROM MAJOR RESEARCH STUDIES



RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT*

Willard Bass

I have listed here 20 selected problems wlirch affect Indian educa-

tion, along with the research and /or development needed in each area.

SCHOOL BOARDS AND LOCAL commuNrry CONTROL

Recommendations for Research

I. A study of the different types of boards, including their
legal status and their erection or appointment procedures,
for Federal, public, and private schools enrolling American

Indian students.

2. A study of the characteristics of Indian school board mem-
bers and the way in which these variables relate to parti-

cipation and effectiveness as board members.

3.. A study of how parents, tribal officials, and staff members

regard the authority and participation of their school board.

4. Given the nature of Indian communities and the nature of the

tasks of Indian education, a study to determine what are

desirable models for control (including school boards) of

school systens. (Particular attention should be given to

parents, tribal officials, and staff.)

Recommendations for Development

1. Projects to promote Indian involvement and election to

school boards.

2. Projects to train Indian leaders in alternative ways of in-

fluencing non-Indian board members, administrators, and
teachers when Indian representation on the school board is

nonexistent or inadequate.

3. Institutes to inform Indian parents better about the objec-
tives, methods, and operation of schools and to educate

the parents in ways of reaching and influencing non-Indian

administrators and teachers.

This report is taken from the "Research and Development Needs and

Priorities for Education of American Indians." It was presented at

the American Indian Research Conference held at Tempe, Arizona,

November 6-7, 1970.
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FEDERAL PROGRAMS AND THEIR CONSEQUENCES
FOR EDUCATION OF AMERICAN INDIANS

Recommendations for Research

1. A comprehensive study of Federal funding for education of
American Indians under Public Laws 874, 815, and Johnson
O'Malley.

2. A study of allocation and use for Indians of funds from
T1.tle I and Title II of the Elementary and Secondary Educa-
tion Act of 1965, Public Law 89-10.

3. A study of allocation and use for Indian students of.
Federal funds under Title VII of the Bilingual Education
Act, Public Law 90-247, and Title VIII (Dropout Prevention)
of the Elementary and Secondary Education. Act of 1965,
Public Law 89-10.

INDIAN EDUCATION AND RESERVATION ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.

Recommendations for Research

1. A study to analyze successful occupational and social adap-
tations of tribal groups.

2. A study to determine the ideals of success and the ideolo-
gies of economic development that have been and are being
preached to Indian people, and the impacts of same.

EDUCATION OF URBAN, UNENROLLED, AND MOBILE INDIANS

Recommendations for Research

1. A study of Federal funding for education of Indian pupils
in urban public schools.

2. A study of the adjustment problems of urban, relocated,
and mobile Indian students.

3. An assessment: of BIA, tribal, and other post-high-school
educational and related assistance programs for Indians,
with a critical evaluation of their adequacy, plrticularly
for urban and unenrolled students.

Recommendations for Development

1. Projects to locate and provide remedial education for urban,
unenrolled, and mobile Indian pupils and adults.
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PROS AND CONS OF INDIVIDUALIZED PROGRAMMED
INSTRUCTION FOR INDIAN STUDENTS

Recommendation for Research

1. Studies of the effectiveness of individualized programmed
instruction for Indian students - -using such independent
variables as sex, subject matter, and grade level, and
such dependent variables as achievement, self-confidence,
initiative, and peer relationships.

Recommendations for Development

1. Projects to develop, select, and field test materials for
use in individualized programmed instruction for Indian
pupils.

2. Workshops to train teachers and instructional aides in the
techniques of individualizing instruction.

RESEARCH AND EVALUATION OF BILINGUAL
EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Recommendations for Research

1. An ongoing language census to assess the status of various
tribal languages.

2. A study of the attitudes of Indian communities toward lan-
guage competencies and bilingual education programs.

3. A series of studies of the comparative effects of various
patterns of bilingual education.

4. Background studies of belief systems, language use and
function, language acquisition, and learning styles.

5. Studies of the problems of developing curriculum in Indian
languages and of teacher selection and training.

Recommendations for Development

1. Programs for training teachers and others in the prepara-
tion and use of bilingual curriculum materials.

2. Programs to train teachers in the use of Indian language
informants as aides in bilingual instruction.

TEACHING ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

Recommendations for Research

1. A comparative study of the effectiveness of the traditional
audiolingual, or "habit formation," method of teaching English
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as a second language to Indian students, and a method based
upon the more modern competence-performance or "rules system
comprehension" theory of language acquisition.

2. A study of the validity of the principle of teaching a unit
for mastery before moving on to the next unit versus the
principle of the spiral curriculum in teaching English as
a second language.

3. A study of the effectiveness of employing various linguis-
tic sequences in teaching English as a second language.

4. A vt.udy of the influence of semantic content of materials
for teaching English as a second language.

5. Studies of the effectiveness of various innovative devices
for motivating Indian children to learn English, such as
reward systems within a school or competitive contests and
cooperative projects between schools enrolling different
linguistic groups.

Recommendation for Development

1. Preparation of materials for teaching English as a second
language based upon findings of the above-mentioned research.

DEVELOPMENT OF COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCY

Recommendations for Research

1. Research into the nature of communicative competence in
various groups.

2. Studies of cross-cultural communication. (The methodological
recommendation is that Indian scholars and interdisciplinary
teams conduct the research.)

Recommendation for Development

1. Programs to train teachers in special methods of improving
communicative competency. (Here consideration may be given
to creating special clinics resembling speech clinics, but
with broader emphases.)

TEACHING THE ROLE OF THE INDIAN IN AMERICAN
HISTORY AND UPDATING PRESENT CURRICULA

Recommendation for Research

1. An ongoing evaluation of the accuracy and adequacy cf mater-
ials pertaining to Indians in textbooks and reference books
in use, or being produced for use, in the nation's schools,
by a recognized permanent national committee of Indian scholars.
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(Findings of the committee should be widely disseminated.
The committee should work closely with textbook authors and
publishers.)

Recommendations for Development

1. Preparation of instructional materials for general use
that accurately teach the role of the American Indian

in national history.

2. Preparation of instructional materials for local use that
accurately teach the role of the American Indian in local

history.

3. The development of such college courses as The American

Indian and Early European Contact, The American Indian in
American History, The American Indian in American Life
(influence, contributions, religions, lifeways, etc.),
The Philosophy and Religions of the American Indians, The
Literary Heritage of the American Indian, Indian Psychology

and Medical Practices and Relationship to the Modern

Medical World.

PEER SOCIETIES OF !MAN CHILDREN AND THEIR
RELATIONSHIP WITH EDUCATIONAL PROBLEMS

Recommendations for Research

1. A study of the nature of peer social life of Indian boarding

school students.

2. Studies of the social adaptation of Indian students from
rural (or reservation) backgrounds when they enter as indi-

viduals or small clusters into an ethnically integrated
school such as a consolidated school in a small city or a

typical urban school.

3. Studies of the performance, the social adaptation, and the

desirable peer society for the Indian student in college

who derives from a rural segregated background.

4. Studies of peer societies and the Indian in corrective in-

stitutions. (Methodological recommendations are that the

basic approach be community-study-type research, including

participant observation; that each project consist of a

number of subprojects, each involving one or two doctoral

students, possibly Indians, under the supervision of a
principal investigator; and that the focus in urban areas

be upon tribal residential groupings rather than the urban

school system.
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Recommendation for Development

1. Workshops to train teachers in methods of using /overcoming
the influence of Indian peer groups in the school setting.

DIFFERENTIAL EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT AMONG
CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN INDIAN CULTURES

Recommendations for Research

1. A feasibility study for a national center to accumulate,
analyze, and disseminate comparable current statistical
and other data on Indic. education.

2. A study to develop a holistic model of factors influencing
Indian educational success, including variables such as
the teacher, curriculum, economic level, language profi-
ciency, size and type of family, religious behavior and
attitudes, parental employment, parertal education, parental
goals for children, student-peer group relations, student
self-concept, student attitudes toward formal education,
and other similar factors known to influence formal educa-
tional achievement.

3. Comparative ethnohistorical studies of the factors contri-
buting to relatively high and low educational achievement
among groups of American Indians.

PRINCIPLES OF LEARNING APPLIED 10 INDIAN EDUCATION

Recommendations for Research

1. A study to determine what rewards (reinf.rcers) are most
effective for Indian pupils. (The res=irch paradigm should
include the variables of sequence, amount, age, sex, grade,
tribe, and types of behaviors [psychomotor, social, cognate,
or affect].)

2. A study of the kinds of, and degree to which, reward: are
being currently employed.

3. Based upon the results of 2 (above), evaluative research to
test the effectiveness of efforts made to modify teacher
behaviors.

4. Ecological analyses to determine the effects upon pupil
behaviors of school learning environments and to recommend
changes.

5. Based upon 4 (above), studies to determine the effects of
changes in the ecosystem upon subsetoent pupil behaviors.
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6. Studies to determine the extent and degree to which cer-
tain key concepts are possessed by Indian pupils. (Inde-
pendent variables should include age, sex, tribe, learning
ability, and category of concept.)

7. Studies to determine the kinds and levels of concepts re-
quired by different curricular formulations and the degree
to which these requirements are attainable.

HEALTH FACTORS INFLUENCING EDUCATION
FOR AMERICAN INDIANS

Recommendations for Research

1. Longitudinal studies of health records and learning problems
of Indian students, with particular attention to malnutri-
tion and sensory deficiencies.

2. Studies of alcohol and drug use and related problems of
Indian education, with particular attention to relevant
aocial and cultural variables.

3. A comparative study of suicida among Indian students of
various tribal groups.

Recommendation for Development

1. Projects to provide better nutrition for Indian students in
school lunches, and other meals, with similar school projects
for general health.

EVALUATION OF VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS FOR
AMERICAN INDIANS

Recommendations for Research

1. An assessment of vocational education programs for Indians,
to include teacher preparation and recruitment, curriculum,
school organization, and the role of communities.

2. A study of on-the-job behavior of Indian employees, including
job, turnover, along with an analysis of differential values
of employees and employers.

TEACHERS OF AMERICAN INDIAN CHILDREN: ATTITUDES
TOWARD THEIR OWN AND OTHER CULTURES

Recommendations for Research

1. A study of the teacher subculture where teachers of Indian
pupils live in a distinct enclave, with emphasis upon
characteristic attitudes toward Indians generally and pupils
particularly and the daily experiences and interactions
which maintain and strengthen these attitudes.
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2. A study of the social situations of teachers of Indian
pupils in an integrated school in a small town or city,
with emphasis upon attitudes of teachers and their social
interaction in the community.

3. A study of the attitudes of the supervisory force of penal
institutions toward Indian inmates, toward Indian society
and culttire, and toward American society and its cultures.

4. A study of the attitudes of teachers toward Indian pupils
in uelan situations where Indian pupils are a small minority.
(Suggested methodology includes schoolroom observation, in-
terviews with teachers and administrators, and interviews
with parents.)

5. An appraisal of programs of orientation for teachers of
Indian pupils. (Suggested methodology includes surveying
relevant literature, interviewing teachers, and comparing
teacher competencies with orientation program experiences.)

6. A study of the life and career histories of teachers re-
cruited by the BIA and similar agencies educating Indian
students.

7. A study of the effectiveness of Indian teachers of Indian
pupils.

8. A study of the training and attitudes of administrators
of schools enrolling Indian students.

Recommendations for Development

1. Lengthy workshops to teach non-Indian teachers about tradi-
tional and contemporary Indian culture (most workshops of
this type for teachers are too superficial).

2. Development of handbooks, for teachers of Indian pupils,
which provide information about the local Indian community.

VOCATIONAL AND SCHOOL COUNSELING
OF INDIAN STUDENTS

Recommendations for Research

1. A study of the nature'of current formal and informal coun-
seling for Indian, students.

2. A study of whethdr counseling must take a different form
for the Indian student.

3. A study of the relationship between self-esteem and voca-
tional and educational aspirations.
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4. A study of the factors affecting vocational decision making,
the self-concept, and overall goals of Indian students.

5. A study of the impact of current occupational and career
materials upon Indian students.

6. A study of the extent that family and tribal interests affect
career decisions of Indians.

7. A study of the occupational difficulties Indians suffer as
a result of the social roles they play and the types of
self-concepts they thereby develop.

Recommendation for Development

1. Programs to train special counselors for Indians at all levels
in vocational and general counseling.

DESIRABLE (INNOVATIVE) TRAINING PROGRAMS
FOR TEACHERS OF INDIANS

Recommendations for Research

1. A study to identify and evaluate strategies that have been
employed in attempting to modify teacher behaviors, such
as microteaching, role-playing, sensitivity sessions, inter-
action analysis, media presentations, and contingency manage-
ment.

2. A study, taking into consideration. the power structure sur-
rounding Indian education, to determine effective strategies
for introducing innovation in Indian education.

Recommendations for Development

1. Programs to bring about more extensive involvement of non-
Indian teachers with Indian students and their parents
outside of school.

2. Development of degree programs in Indian education for those
seeking career preparatian in this area.

3. Development and use o'c dims for instructing educators in
how to relate to Indian people and their children, and in
showing the rewards which can be gained personally from
improved relationships.

IMPACT OF TRANSFER OF PUPILS FROM

BIA SCHOOLS TO PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Recommendation for Research

1. historical and comparative studies of Indian students' tran-
sition from BIA (or other) schools to public schools, with
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particular emphasis on desirable strategies for trans-
fer.

Recommendation for Development

1. A program for preparing communities, pupils, and teac,iers
to reduce disruption and trauma when students are trans-
ferred from BIA to public schools.

HIGHER EDUCATION FOR INDIANS

Recommendations for Research

1. A study of sources and adequacy of financial aid for
higher education for American Indians.

2. A study of enrollment and retention of Indian students
in various ,:ulle3es, with analyses of successful and un-
successful colleges, and including assessment of effec-
tive programs in term of such elements as counseling
services, recruitment strategies, admittance criteria,
tutoring programs, Indian studies, and financial aid.

3. A study of sources and strength of motivation, breadth of
knowledge about vocations, realism of educational and
vocational goals, and adequacy of academic preparation
of Indian students upon first entering college.

Recommendationa for Development

1. College prep programs for potentially capable Indian high
school graduates not yet ready for college.

2. Expansion of summer programs--such as intern programs,
Upward Bound, and other activity programs--that will
challenge creative abilities, develop talents, and
broaden the base of experience and knowledge of Indian
students.

BIA BOARDING SCHOOLS AND BORDER-
TOWN DORMITORIES

Recommendations for Research

1. A study of the differing effects of boarding schools
upon Indian students of various ages.

2. A study of the eligibility criteria and selection patterns
for Indian boarding school and Bordertown dormitory stu-
dents.

3. An evaluation of the BordertoNn Dormitory Program for
Navajo students.

4. A study of the attitudes of Indian parents toward boarding
schools.



THE EDUCATION OF INDIAN CHILDREN AND YOUTH: SELECTED EXCERPTS*

Robert J. Havighurst

GOALS OF INDIAN EDUCATION

The goals of American Indian education are generally .kreed upon
by all parties, when they are stated broadly. Essentially, the goals
are to enlarge the area of choice of Indian people and to help them
maintain their dignity.

It is generally agreed that Indian people should have increasing
influence and responsibility for their education. President Nixon, in
his July, 1970 message on Indian Affairs proposed that Indians be en-
courLged to set up their own school boards and take over control of
their education. He said, "We must assure the Indian that he can
assume control of his own life without being separ&ted involuntarily
from the tribal group. And we must make it clear that Indians can
become independent of federal control without being cut off from fede-
ral concern and federal support."

Assuming greater control over their educational systems means
more power to make decisions in the local Indian community, and also more
Indians active in the administrative and the teaching staff of the
schools attended by Indian children and youth. (Page 3.)

The goals of Indian education need to be interpreted in relation
to the pervasive Indian need to live in two cultures. An Apache member
of the school board of a public school district in the Apache reserva-
tion said, during a conference of Apache citizens: "All of us have
limitations when it comes to functioning effectively and efficiently
in this world. I am aware of my limitations and I'm sure some of you
are too. An imaginary line seems to extend across our path. The space
all the way to the imaginary line represents the Indian lifeways; the
space beyond the line represents that of the non-Indian society. It

seems like some of us can only go as far as the line, for we have not
learned the white ways of lifl. If we encourage our children to do
their best and to be persistent in their endeavor to receive an educa-
tion, I'm sure they will make the breakthrough--which is good. Because
of education they should be able to function on the other side of the
imaginary line. The way the white man operates, whenever a job opening

These excerpts are taken from The Education of Indian Children and Youth;
Summary Report and Recommendations. National Study of American Indian
Education, Series IV No. 6. Chicago: University of Chicago, Dec. 1970
(USOE 0EG-0-8-080147-2805). Used by permission of Dr. Havighurst. (All

parts of the National Study of American Indian Education have been or
will be announced in ERIC's Research in Education.)

Page citations following paragraphs refer to the page(s) in the original
report.
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occurs, all the people interested are given the chance to submit their
applications. Or, they may express their interest personally or else
have credentials that will speak for themselves. Our ultimate goal
should be to educate our children so that their qualifications for any
open position will be on equal par with if not better than, the non-
Indians. This is the goal we should strive for."(Whiteriver Education
Conference, April 12, 1969)

The school program should be developed with curriculum, atmosphere,
and behavior of teachers and students aimed primarily at maintaining
respect for Indian culture and the dignity of Indian peoples while
maximizing the capability of students to move comfortably between two
social orders, the larger community and the Indian, through teaching
skill and competence in the non-Indian culture and economy.

Positive Trends. In support of these goals, we find the following
trends which are favorable and promising of improvement in the educa-
tional situation for Indian youth.

1. Toward a stronger Indian voice in the education of Indians.
This is taking place on the local community level through:
a. More Indians elected to school boards of public school

districts.
b. Increased activity of tribal education committees in

relation to BIA schools and public schools.
c. Experimental contracts between BIA and Indian organi-

zations for the operation of schools (e.g., Rough Rock).
d. Parent organizations in local communities.

2. Toward more Indian students graduating from high school and
more entering college. There has been an enormous increase
in these numbers since 1960.

3. Toward increased numbers of 'Indian teachers and school admin-
istrators. This trend will increase as more Indians go to
college, and a' the policy of appointing Indians to admini-
strative posts takes effect.

4. Toward a fuller and more accurate portrayal of local and
general Indian history. Many schools are developing this
kind of teaching material and are adding high school courses
in history with emphasis on the Indian story. Also, the
quality of the textbooks is improving.

To assiRt these trends and to take full advantage of them is the
task of educators today. The realistic optimism of this report should
be tempered with a sober realization of the difficulty for Indian youth
and their parents of living with competence in two cultures, and the
complexity of the educators' task. in making the school serve Indians
more effectively. (Pastes 4-6.)

Useful Indices of Mental Health of Indian Youth. There are some useful
ways of estimating the mental health status of Indian youth, which depends
on self - reports by the parsons we are studying, and may be supported or
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denied through observations by people who have experience in studying
young people and who have sour.: training in the field of mental health.
Through self-report inventories and questionnaires answered by 2,000
Indian youth in 30 different communities, we attempted to measure
"self-esteem" as well as attitudes toward school, teachers, the Indian
,lay of life, and the white man's way of life. We had comparable data
for youth aged 10 to 20 in the general American population.

On our measures of self-esteem we find that the Indian youth
score at about the same level as non-Indian youth of similar socio-
economic status. 1 There are some small but interesting differences
among the various tribal groups that we studied, and the urban Indians
fall slightly below the rural and reservation groups.

On our measures of attitudes toward school, teachers, the white
man's way of life, and the Indian way of life, we find that Indian youth
show very little evidence of severe alienation, by which we mean feelings
that: one does not "belong" or "fit in" with the society around him;
one is powerless to influence the future events in his life; one does
not have standards for judging right and wrong, good or bad; and one
feels that he is not doing what he really wants to do, in school, work,
or community. Considering the fact that many Indians are poor, and lack
educational and technical skills, it might be supposed they would show
signs of alienation.

Thc striking fact is that, with a few exceptions, the groups of
Indian youth we studied expressed rather favorable attitudes toward
school, toward their teachers, toward the white man's way of life. They
were slightly more favorable toward the "Indian way of life," which may
be a sign of pride or at least satisfaction with being Indian.2

On one of our instruments, the Indian boys and girls -.,:ere asked to
rate "my future" on a scale ranging from positive or optimistic to nega-
tive or pessimistic. Their average ratings were very positive or opti-
mistic. (Page 12.)

Conclusions. Our conclusion is that the great majority of Indian young
people in the communities we studied are fairly well adjusted persons.
They think well of 'hemaelves, and they have about the same attitudes
toward school and toward their teachers that non-Indian students in the
same kinds of communities have. They do not do as well in achievement
tests in the school subjects as do the average white students, but this
is due more to the socioeconomic position of their families than to some
possible personality disturbance. (Page 13.)

1Philip H. Dreyer
Indian Youth; The
National Studv_of
2,122a. Chicago:
2805).

2
Philip H. Dreyer, The Relation of Self-Esteem to Personal-Social Adjust-
ment Among American Indian Students; The Personal-Social Adiustment of
American Indian Youth. National Study of American Indian Education.
Series III, No. 10. Final Report. Chicago: University of Chicago,
Sept. 1970 (USOE 0EG-0-8-080147-2805).

and Robert J. Havighurst, The Self-Esteem of American
Personal-Social Adjustment of American Indian Youth.
American Indian Education. Series III, No. 8. Final
University of Chicago, Dec. 1970 (USOE OEG-0-8-080147-
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How Indian Education is Perceived

The great majority of the funds for this research, and the bulk
of the time of researchers and of analysts of research data, have gone
into interviews--lengthy, open-ended interviews with hundreds of people.
There were four categories of people interviewed: 735 parents, 2,422
students, 468 teachers, and 190 community leaders. (Page 14.)

The perceptions which we have to report are generally undramatic,
and probably no different from the perception- that parents and students
in rural white communities have of their schools. In other words, most
Indian parents and students accept their schools as adequate. The ma-
jority have some criticisms or suggestions, but only ten to twenty per-
cent of our respondents indicated general and serious dissatisfaction
with the schools. (Page 16.)

Parents. When asked, "How well does the school meet the needs of your
child?" 50 percent of the parents gave mildly favorable comments, 29
percent were definitely favorable, and 18 percent were unfavorable.
The question was asked several times in different ways during the inter-
view, and the parents' comments were put together to reach a judgment on
how favorable or unfavorable the parent was. Half of the parents said
something like: The school is doing a fairly good job with my child,
but there is definitely room for improvement. The attitude of many
parents could be summed up as "If my child is doing OK in school (get-
ting passing grades), the school is OK." Twenty-nine percent of the
parents were decidedly more favorable than this, and 18 percent said
that the school was doing poorly for their children.

When asked their opinion of the teacher's performance (e.g., "How
well is the teacher doing?") 38 percent of the parents were slightly
positive, and 49 percent were definitely favorable, with such comments
as: "She's good." "A good teacher is stern, but she has a way about
her that kids like. They don't think she is being mean. She does special
things for them." "He's doing fine." Thirteen percent of the parents
were definitely negative about the teacher. For example, "Our children
say their teachers don't teach enough." "I think she is all right, but
she neglects G, because he does not know how to gat along with adults."

While this range of attitudes toward the school and the teacher
was fairly common over all the schools, the parents of some communities
were definitely more favorable than the parents in certain other communi-
ties. In general, the less favorable parents had children in school where
the majority were non-Indians, and they were likely to have children in
high school. (Page 17.)

Local Community Leaders. Local community leaders are somewhat more criti-
cal of the schools than the average parent is. This is probably due to
their broader perspective on the local community and on the relation of
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local Indian life to life outside. Forty-five percent of the respon-
der.-s were more negative than positive in their over-all evaluation of
the school program for Indian students. This evaluation was a summaticn
of attitudes about the curriculum, staff, administration, and general
atmosphere of the school. Thirty-two percent were slightly positive,
an 23 percent were definitely positive.

Principal problems cf the school, as perceived by the local commu-
nity leade-.7s, were: parental apathy, lack of motivation by pupils,
irregular 'dan2e by pupils, poor home life, and lack of clarity and
decision col,,erning the educational goals of the school. There was also
some mention of negative attitudes of teachers and administrators toward
Indian students, but this was not seen as a predominant problem.

*

Teachers. The great majority of the teachers who were studied (434 out
of 634) were teaching in rural or small town public schools in which
Indian pupils predominate. Hence it is their perceptions of Indian educa-
tion which predominate in these paragraphs. Teachers were asked to
respond anonymously to a question about their attitude toward their
present job. Their average rating was between "favorable" and "very
favorable." This was definitely more favorable than the rating given in
1964 by Chicagr public school teachers of their jobs when answering the
same question.

Teachers were asked to rate their own schools with respect to the
"climate and structure" of the school. That is, to what extent was the
school operating on a rigid, authoritarian program dominated by the prin-
cipal. Their answers, which were not seen by the principal, indicated
that they saw the schools as having slightly more than average flexi-
bility, in which routine duties were not allowed to interfere with good
teaching, and the teachers had a good deal of autonomy in the planning
and organizing of their work.

Based on the interviews, a rating was given for a teacher's degree
of understanding of and sympathy with the students and parents. Tn

general, the teachers were rated at the mid-point of a 5-point rating
scale, which indicates tl.:at they have sympathy and understanding for
specific problems and aspects of their students' lives, hut their compre-
hension of the total situation of the Indian community is restricted.
Their perception of the Indian student in general is open-minded, with
an effort made to understand. Most of them like their Indian students,
and many of them say they prefer to teach Indian children over other
teaching situations. (Pages 19 -20.)

Quality of Teachers and Administrators

We interviewed a sample of over 400 teachers and secured question-
naires from 634, who taught in 55 schools in 30 communities. We found
this group to be about average in their college preparation for teaching.
As a group, they had definitely favorable attitudes toward their job.
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When asked how they felt about teaching Indian children, 64 percent said
they liked Indian students and enjoyed teaching them. Another 33 percent
were neutral, feeing that they would just as soon teach Indian children
as other children. Finally, 3 percent were negative, saying they would
prefer to teach nor-Indians.

Approximately 11 percent of the teachers in our sample were Indian.
We evpect that thi ; proportion will increase, as more Indian students
graduate from college.

As a group, the teachers in our sample had definitely favorable
attitudes toward Indian children and their families. Sixty-three percent
marked as "false" the statement: "No matter what we do in school, the
culture of Indian children impeees their learning." With respect to the
statement: "Teachers of Indian children do not really know how to commu-
nicate with their pupils," 54 percent disagreed, 16 percent were uncertain,
and 30 percent agreed. Thus there is some recognition of the complexity
of the task. A problem appears in their responses to the statement: "In

the classroom Indian children are shy ani lack confidence." Fifty-two
percent of non-Indian teachers agreed, and 20 percent disagreeI. But
Indian teachers saw this differently, 21 percent agreeing and 54 percent
disagreeing. The vast majority agreed to the statement: "There should
be courses in the curriculum which teach the local Indian history and
culture." (Palm 28.)

As everyone knows, there is a difference between , at we say we
believe and our actual behavior, and it may be that tht teachers of 'Indian
children ate more "enlightened" in their verbal attitudes than in
actual classroom and community behavior. However, the questionnaires
were confidential, and were not seen by local school administrators or by
local people.

The administrators of schools with Indian pupils appear to be an
average group of men and women educators, pretty much like the school
principals in the small cities and rural areas of the country. The
principals of BIA schools have had a good deal of experience with Indian
students, of course, and the principals of public schools have generally
had %cry little experience with Indians. (Page 29.)

RECOMMENDATIONS

Indian Influence on Education

Throughout the recommendations which follow will be seen the theme
of Indian authority and responsibility for the education of Indian chil-
dren and youth. The time has come to make this a major goal in the
policiea and practices of the federal government, and of the state govern-
ments. Indian parents and leaders of Indian communities want this for
their own communities and their own tribes. Our research shows that they
generally desire authority, power, and participation in decision-making.

This -annot be a rapid process. Most Indians are caught in the pre-
dicament of rural poverty with lack of modern economic skills, on the one
hand, cr in the urban poverty predicament on the other hand. However,
modern technology, particularly transportation and communication, has
reduced their geographic isolation, and given them more acquaintance with
schools and other institutions of the surrounding society.
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Indian people are gaining experience with education and axe be-
coming able to use it and to direct it toward their own goals. how

far and how fast they go should be decided by them. (Page 30.)

*

Curriculum

*

With occasional, notable exceptions, curriculum for Indian chil-
dxen in BIA and the public schools at present parallels the curriculum
provided others in the public schools of America. This is due to the
influence of accrediting agencies, state guidelines, availability of
texts, the influence of teacher education institutions, and to the
prevailing educational trends of the day.

Often, however, this curriculum appears to reject, attempts to
eliminate, or simply ignores the Indian heritage of the child. A suc-
cessful education need not be incompatible with the retention of Indian
identity, pride, and self-respect. There are special needs among Indian
youth populations that the ordinary school curriculum is insufficient
o meet. Recognition of these needs and programs to meet them are essen-

tial.

Language Instruction. One of _he areas requiring attention is that of
language instruction. The NSAIE has found that Indian pupils accent the
need to learn English, regarding skills in English as more important than
knowledge of their native language. There are also strong positive atti-
tudes toward the tribal languages and many parents and pupils support
learning it. In relation to language and language instruction it is
recommended that special language and reading programs be developed and
used, appropriate to particular Indian communities. In areas where the
native language is generally spoken at home, there should be a bi-lingual
program in grades K-3 with teachers who are bi-lingual, or skilled in
teaching English to speakers of other languages and with teacher aides
who are familiar with the local language. Bi-lingual education programs,
i.e., with instruction in both the native language and English, through
grades K-12 should also be supported on an experimental basis in locali-
ties where sufficient interest and resources are available for such
experiments.

Indian History and Culture. The NSAIE found that there was a widespread
desire for the inclusion of Indian history and culture in the school curri-
culum. Two thirds of 1300 pupils expressed a wish for this in their inter-
views. While 86 percent of the parents interviewed were generally approv-
ing of the school curriculum, there was a widely held belief that the
schools generally ignored the Indian heritage and the most common sugges-
tion they made for improvement was to teach something about the tribal
history or culture. The sentiment among teachers and school administra-
tors was also heavily supportive of this.

It is therefore recommended that where there is a concentration of
Indian children from one area or tribe, units on tribal and regional
Indian history be included in the social studies at the middle grades and
high school levels. In all Indian schools at the secondary level, where
there is a broad mixture of Indian pupils, courses in anthropology and/or
Indian history and culture should be offered.
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In every Indian school there should also be attention to the con-
temporary economic, social and political issues of relevance to the
Indian community. Where there is a tribal government, study of its
system and operation should be included in civic and social studies
as should be relationships with state and federal government structures.

The ignoring of Indian history and culture, or the presentation of
distorted versions affects not only Indian pupils but others as well.
Non-Indians are handicapped by lack of informatioa or distortions which
support negative stereotypes and hinder good relations with Indian popu-
lations.

Units on Indian history and culture should be taught in all schools
at the intermediate and high school levels. These units should include
a study of the contemporary social, economic and political issues affec-
ting relations with the Indian populations of the country. Such units
should be taught in all schools, regardless of the presence or absence
of Indian students.

Career Development. The NSAIE has observed that there is a broad con-
seLsus among parents, students, teachers, and influential persons that
the most important function of the school is to prepare the Indian stu-
dents for employment in the dominant economy. Although schools play a
small role in providing employment, they can maximize preparation for
careers at all levels--manual worker, technician, business, or profes-
sional. Career development programs should include more than the actual
instruction in skills of a job. They should give students a chance to
explore different types of work, to see the various possibilities in the
local area and the neighboring cities, and to become aware of their own
persona abilities and interests as these are related to choice of occu-
pation.

It is recommended that the co r: academic subjects--English, mathe-
matics, science, and social studieL in the elementary grades include
attention to these factors.

The Context of Education. Cirriculum in the broader sense includes more
than the content of course offerings. It may be thought of as including
all the services provided children as well as the total social atmosphere
of the school. Because of the many factors which influence the learning
environment, it is recommendef.1 that:

1. The decor of the school buildir.g attended by Indian children
should include attention to the values of Indian life and arts.

2. Special counseling should be provided Indian pupils with par-
ticular attention to their hdeds for vocational and educational
information, scholarship and financial help, and assistance
with problems encountered in school. States with substantial
numbers of Indian children attending the public school systems
should establish an office which will be responsible for col-
lecting and distributing information to counselors with regard
to educational, vocational, scholarship and other financial
assistance available to Indians.
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3. The school should provide advisory services to Indian families
to increase communication and understanding between them and
the school.

4. In boarding schools, speakers of the native language(s) used
by the children Enould be included in the teaching staff and
in the dormitory programs.

5. All schools should be flexible in adapting their programs to
the particular needs of the communities they serve. (Pages
34-38.)

Teachers and Administrators

There must be about 20,000 elementary and secondary school teachers
who work with more than a few Indian pupils each day. Probably 5,000 of
them are in classes with a preponderance of Indian boys and girls. The
others teach classes where the proportion of Indian pupils ranges from
5 to 50 percent. The first group, which we may call group A, are located
in BIA schools (1,800) and in mission and public schools located on or
near reservations. The others (group B) are in public schools located
in towns and cities near reservations, and also in the large cities to
which Indian families are migrating increasingly.

Special attention should be given to recruiting, selecting and
training the teachers and administrators of group A. This is a responsi-
bility of the Bureau of Indian Affairs and of the State Departments of
Public Instruction which serve large numbers of Indian pupils through
the public schools. There should be a planned program for the recruit-
ment of persons, Indian and non-Indian, who have appropriate personali-
ties and skills for working effectively in Indian schools and communities.

Among the attributes necessary for successful teaching are respect
for community, respect for the children and their parents, regard for
the positive role of the child's heritage, and willingness to be account-
able for one's performance.

In 1968 there were 260 Indian teachers among the 1772 teachers in
BIA schools. It is estimated that there may be as many as 2,000 persons
of Indian extraction teaching in American public schools. Since the num-
bers of Indiar college students are increasing rapidly, it should be
possible to place another thousand Indians as teachers during the next
decade, in addition to replacements for those who retire.

Special arrangements should be made to encourage young public school
teachers who are doing well with Indian pupils to continue their careers
in such schools. At present it is often difficult for young teachers to
stay in such schools because the schools are in rural areas, with rela-
tively low salaries, and they cannot increase the salaries they pay
rapidly enough to hold the best young people. Often a young teacher is
practically reauired to move to a larger district in order to get a salary
increase after his first two or three years.

Probably the State Department of Public Instruction could set up a
fund, with federal government support, to pay young teachers either a
bonus or a summer salary for participation in a program of in-service
training. Perhaps the State Department could create a special salary
scale for schools with SO percent or more Indian enrollment, supported
with Johnson-O'Malley funds. The purpose of this fund would be to
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encourage able young teachers to seek promotion and salary increases
within a group of Indian-serving schools, but not to pay them more than
they could obtain by transferring to larger school districts.

Salary scales in BIA schools are better, in these respects, and the
BIA teacher should be paid for 11 months of work, including a summer
period for preparation and professional study.

In several states, it might be possible for the State Department of
Public Instruction to work out an arrangement with one or more of the
State Colleges or Universities to recruit teachers for schools with
large Indian enrollments, to provide in-service training for them, and
possibly to give them some advisory service during the school year,
unless the State Department is staffed for that function.

Teacher education should include, in addition to traditional aca-
demic skills, education in cultural awareness, and techniques for learn-
ing the specific conditions of the community in which one will be working.
Although opportunity for educational experience and training away from
the community should continue to be provided and encouraged, greater
attention should be given to providing continuing in-service education
and educational support to teachers while they are at work in the local
community.

Systematic programs should be developed for recruiting, selecting,
and training paraprofessionals drawn from the community to be employed
in the schools. They are valuable as cross-cultural interpreters of
behavior to teachers, children, and parents; they represent a way of
incorporating Indian adults directly into the educational enterprise;
and they provide a means by which Indian adults can become better
informed concerning the contemporary education milieu. Procedures to
enable paraprofessionals to move into the professional ranks should be
established and supported. Education for work with Indian children
should be provided all those whose work in schools affects the child:
dormitory at!7endants, paraprofessionals, bus drivers, etc.

For teachers in group B, with small numbers of Indian pupils, there
might be created a role of Indian Education Specialist in school systems
with 200 or more Indian pupils. Such a person might offer an in-service
training program for classroom teachers who have Indian pupils, and
might work out cooperative programs between the school systew and local
Indian centers or other Indian organizations.

The school principal, or the administrator, must take major respon-
sibility for seeking out new teachers and helping to get in-service
training for them and for other staff members. As a key person in the
school system, this person needs to be selected carefully, and supported
fully by whatever help the State Department can provide. (Pages 39-40.)

Boarding Schools

Our recommendation is that boarding schools for young children of
elementary school age be replaced, as far as possible, by day schools
which serve nutritious noon meals. There is some evidence that with
minor extensions of existing roads and encouragement to put the children
in day schools, perhaps half of the present elementary boarding school
enrollment on the Navajo reservation could be transferred to day schools.
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At the same time, the existing corps of dormitory attendants should
be increased by a factor of at least two, so aJ to keep dormitory aides
on duty all day and much of the night, with a ratio of about one aide to
15 children.

For the secondary level boarding schools it appears that the greatest
need is for trained counsellors who have time for personal counselling.
With the present shortage of counsellors, many who hold this ttle are
forced to act primarily as dormitory supervisors and disciplarians.
(Page 42.)

College and Post High School Education

There has been a rapid increase in the numbers of Indian college stu-
dents during the decade from 1960 to 1970. Approximately 8,000 Indian
students are now in college. This constitutes about 12 percent of the
college-age group. At present, about 55 percent of an age group finish
high school, 20 percent enter college, 10 percent enter another post high
school institution, and 5 percent graduate from college with a four-year
degree. These are relatively high proportions, compared with other American
social groups with low family incomes.

*

A major reason for the relatively large numbers of Indian college
students is the availability of scholarship money. Many Indian Tribes
maintain scholarship funds from their tribal monies. The Bureau of Indian
Affairs in 1969 awarded grants from federal funds for post high school
study to 3,500 young people, the average grant being approximately $800.

The rapid increase of Indian college students is partly due to the
recruiting efforts of a number of organizations. The ;;.cited Scholarship
Service, Inc., located in Denver, illustrates this effort. The 1969
Annual Report says, "Our staff in Denver and in the field act as the
students' advocate in a number of ways: in gaining admission to college,
in securing financial aid from the colleges and other sources of aid for
which they qualify, in sustaining the student through his educational
program after he is in school, and in working with schools and other
institutions to ensure proper attention to individual and group educa-
tional needs."

This statement of advocacy sums up the recommendations we wish to
make, and it sums up the major needs of Indian young people who are about
to enter college. The colleges of the country are responding with con-
siderable enthusiasm and creativity to these needs. Perhaps the most
promising, at this moment, is the Indian Studies program which has been
developed at several universities and seems to be spreading. This con-
sists essentially of a core set of courses on Indian culture, history,
and adaptations to the surrounding society, which can be taken either as
a complete first year college program, or as a field of instruction for
college graduation. (rages 43-44.)
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Indians in Urban School Systems

Indians have migrated to the cities in relatively large numbers
during the 1960s. Their reasons for migration have been similar to
the reasons of other low-income families for crowding into the cities
since 1950. They wanted employment and better living conditions.

In 1970 there are approximately 280,000 Indians living in urban
places, or 38 percent of all Indians. Since a very large percent of
this group are young men and women, who are only just beginning to
have children, the school-age population of Inaian children is rel-.-
tively small--perhaps about 16,000. In another ten years the present
group of young adults will have many children, and the number of school-
age children may reach 75,000.

*

At present the Indian adolescents E)pear to have special difficulty
adapting to urban conditions. They drop out of school in large numbers
after reaching the 8th grade. Many of them become chronically truant
at ages 14 and 15, and then are officially dropped from the sclool rolls
when they reach 16.

During this coming ten years we recommend that the federal and
state governments devote monies to a special program in all cities with
100 or more Indian children and youth of school age.

This program should deal with two groups. One is the group from
12 to 18 years of age. For these there should be special educational
programs, as far as possible staffed by Indian teachers and ccmmunity
aides, which provide the equivalent of a high school course, including
special courses in Indian arts and crafts, Indian history and culture,
and work experience which leads to employment and income. This program
could be concentrated L.: one or two junior and senior high schools, and
could be chosen by Indian students as an alternative to the regular pro-
gram in their neighborho 4 school. This kind of program could also be
located in Indian Centers, through rental of space by the School Board,
and assignment of staff to work at these Centers. (Page 45.)

The other target group should be kindergarten and primary grade
children and their mothers. Community aides could visit the mothers
and encourage them to come to school and to mothers' club meetings. A
special teacher could be employed in every school with as many as 40
pupils in these grades, to assist the regular classroom teachers in
their work with Indian pupils and their mothers.

*

A program of this sort could be financed through federal appropria-
tions under the Johnson-O'Malley Act. Congress might appropriate funds
sufficient to pay $100 per Indian pupil per year to school districts
with 100 or more Indian pupils. With the estimated numbers given above,
this would mean an appropriation of $1,500,000 for the first year, in-
creasing to $7,000,000 at the close of the decade, plus administrative
expenses of approximately ten percent. (Page 46.)

*
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Finance

Most of the cost of education for Indian children and youth has
been paid by the federal government, since the Indian people tradition-
ally have lived on reservations and have not paid property taxes. When
public schools took over much of the responsibility of education for
Indians, after 1950, the states ana local school districts which main-
tained schools for children of Indian families who were living on tax-
exempt land were repaid with federal government funds under Public Laws
815 and 874, for the same reason that the government makes payments in
lieu of taxes for education of children of families living on govern-
ment military and other reselvations. This practice will, of course,
continue as long as Indian families live on tax-exempt land. These funds
should provide approximately the same level of support as is provided by
state and local school district funds for non-Indian pupils.

In addition, funds from the federal government under the Johnson-
O'Malley Act of 1934 are available for assistance to Indians who are
not on reservations. A congressional report stated that the intent of
the Act is to "arrange for the handling of certain Indian problems with
those States in which the Indian tribal life is largely broken up and
in which the Indian', are to a considerable extent mixed with the general
population," Xn amendment to the Act in 1936 authorized the BIA to
contract for projects with State universities, colleges, schools, and
appropriate State or private corporations, agencies, and institutions.

To help meet emergent educational needs of Indian people it is rec-
ommended that appropriations under the Johnson-O'Malley Act be increased
substantially, from the present level of approximately $12 million. The
number of states receiving Johnson-O'Malley funds should be increased
beyond ..he fifteen which in 1969 received more than $20,000 apiece. The
following states, in particular, should get funds from this source if
they produce useful plans: California, Illinois, Mississippi, Worth
Ceroliva, Oregon, and Utah. For instance, the funds recommended for
assistance to city school systems with growing numbers of Indian pupils
could be provided under this law.

At the same time, the administration cf funds under the Johnson-
O'Malley Act should be improved in two ways. First, there should be more
participation by Indians in drawing up the plans that are to be supported.
This should take place in the state capitals and the cities where the
plans originate, as well as in tribal councils. Second, there should be
thorough reports on the actual uses to which Johnson-O'Malley funds are
put, and careful evaluation of the results. (Page 47.)
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ABOUT ERIC

The Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) forms a nation-
wide information system established by the U. S. Office of Education and

designed to serve and advance American education. The basic objective

of the ERIC system is to provide ideas and information on significant
current documents (e.g., xesearch reports, articles, theoretical papers,

program descriptions, published or unpublished conference papers, news-
letters, and curriculum guides or studies) and to publicize the avail-
ability of such documents. Central ERIC, located in the U. S. Office

of Education, provides policy, coordination, training, funds, and general
services to the 20 clearinghouses in the information system. Each clear-

inghouse focuses its activities on one or more separate subject-matter
areas; acquires, evaluates, abstracts, and indexes documents; and publi-

cizes available ideas and information to the educational community through

its own publications, those of Central ERIC, and other educational media.
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The ERIC clearinghouses are units of the Educational Resources Infor-
mation Center of the National Center for Educational Communication, USOE.
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